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ABSTRACT 
 
Many features have been added to mobile devices to assist the user’s information 
consumption.  However,  there  are  limitations  due  to  information  overload  on  the 
devices, hardware usability and capacity. As a result, content filtering in a mobile 
recommendation system plays a vital role in the solution to this problem. A system 
that utilises content filtering can recommend content which matches a user’s needs 
based on user preferences with a higher accuracy rate.  
 
However, mobile content recommendation systems have problems and limitations 
related  to  cold  start  and  sparsity.  The  problems  can  be  viewed  as  first  time 
connection  and  first  content  rating  for  non-interactive  recommendation  systems 
where information is insufficient to predict mobile content which will match with a 
user’s needs. In addition, how to find relevant items for the content recommendation 
system which are related to a user’s profile is also a concern.  
 
An integrated model that combines the user group identification and mobile content 
filtering for mobile content recommendation was proposed in this study in order to 
address the current limitations of the mobile content recommendation system. The 
model enhances the system by finding the relevant content items that match with a 
user’s needs based on the user’s profile. A prototype of the client-side user profile 
modelling is also developed to demonstrate the concept. 
 
 iii 
 
The integrated model applies clustering techniques to determine groups of users. The 
content  filtering  implemented  classification  techniques  to  predict  the  top  content 
items.  After  that,  an  adaptive  association  rules  technique  was  performed  to  find 
relevant content items. These approaches can help to build the integrated model.  
 
Experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed integrated model performs 
better than the comparable techniques such as association rules and collaborative 
filtering. These techniques have been used in several recommendation systems. The 
integrated model performed better in terms of finding relevant content items which 
obtained  higher  accuracy  rate  of  content  prediction  and  predicted  successful 
recommended relevant content measured by recommendation metrics. The model 
also  performed  better  in  terms  of  rules  generation  and  content  recommendation 
generation. Verification of the proposed model was based on real world practical 
data.  A  prototype  mobile  content  recommendation  system  with  client-side  user 
profile has been developed to handle the revisiting user issue. In addition, context 
information, such as time-of-day and time-of-week, could also be used to enhance 
the  system  by  recommending  the  related  content  to  users  during  different  time 
periods.  
 
Finally, it was shown that the proposed method implemented fewer rules to generate 
recommendation  for  mobile  content  users  and  it  took  less  processing  time.  This 
seems to overcome the problems of first time connection and first content rating for 
non-interactive recommendation systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
The advancement of computing and the Internet have played an important role in the 
development of the information age. The Internet has now formed the backbone of 
modern communication, particularly the World Wide Web (WWW). Today, the use 
of the World Wide Web has moved beyond desktop computers to millions of mobile 
devices. While mobile devices may come in all forms, in this thesis they refer to 
smartphones or Internet accessible mobile phones which have incorporated many 
features to facilitate better information access and utilisation [1].  
 
However, a  mobile device has  limitations  related to  the hardware,  such as  input 
capability,  network  constraints  and  memory  limitation  [2].  Moreover,  system 
usability  such  as  small  screens  have  definite  impacts  on  the  usage  and  content 
presentation of mobile devices [3, 4].  
 
A mobile phone can be viewed as a personal device that can provide information in 
many aspects. With the ubiquity of the mobile devices, a mobile Internet content 
provider may determine the context information of a user, and have the capability to 
analyse  a  user’s  profile.  Such  knowledge  could  be  used  to  send  some  desirable 
information to a user. Nevertheless, there is the problem of information overload. 
With  the  vast  amount  of  information  available,  it  is  a  challenge  to  provide  the 
appropriate  information  that  a  user  really  wants.  In  devices  with  higher 2 
 
computational power, larger memory and storage, complex computational techniques 
including data mining and machine learning methods could be used to match the 
user’s need in order to provide personalised recommendations to the user [5, 6].  
 
To address the problem of information overload, personalisation and content filtering 
have gained attention in the past decade [7-9]. In this thesis, the focus is limited to 
content filtering based on a user’s needs or other influencing factors such as time and 
a user’s demographic factors to obtain personalised recommendations. One related 
application of content filtering is a recommendation system which is concerned with 
the  content  being  recommended,  and  how  the  contents  are  displayed.  A 
recommendation system filters items from all the available items and displays only 
the appropriate content based on personal preference kept in the personal profile 
[10]. 
 
Due to the limited device capability, quality and speed of the network connection, 
recommendation and content filtering for the mobile content user is needed to reduce 
the amount of information being delivered to the user. The focus of this research is to 
develop techniques that can help to deliver to users, content items which match their 
needs from content providers. The techniques should also provide the means for 
lower ranking content to be presented to the user according to its relevancy against 
the profile of the user.  
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1.2 Mobile Content Recommendation  
Due to the challenge of delivering a huge amount of content in a mobile Internet 
service, it is necessary that the mobile information page presented to be used should 
be appropriate according to the user’s need, and other criteria such as time. This will 
increase the accuracy of information retrieval, and mobile content recommendation 
is needed to deal with this objective. This will help users to access the information 
they want in a shorter period of time. Users may also navigate directly to the relevant 
information, and the amount of information delivered to the user could be decreased.  
 
Mobile content recommendation systems use mobile content filtering techniques to 
address the information overload problem by reducing the content that is presented 
to a mobile device user. In addition to the systems, personalised content including 
recommending  associated  or  relevant  items  based  on  the  criteria  or  conditions 
derived from the user’s profile can be delivered to user as well. This can help a user 
to find the desired content based on the needs and context information such as time 
[11].  The  mobile  recommendation  system  addresses  the  problem  of  finding 
information from a large collection of information [12].  
 
In some product marketing and sale sites such as amazon.com or movielens.org, the 
products  or  items  to  be  recommended  can  be  books  [13],  movies  [14]  or  TV 
programs [5]. Most of them are based on other user’s ratings or other criteria such as 
results  from  symbolic  learning,  user  preferences  or  the  items’  categories.  Such 
recommendation systems have also been implemented for mobile devices. This can 4 
 
be noted from VISCORS [15], MovieLens Unplugged [16], local-based information 
systems [17] or the news [18]. 
 
The work of Melville et al. [19] and Schein et al. [20] also addressed the problem of 
the recommendation system in terms of sparsity and cold start issues, which are due 
to insufficient information in making any recommendation. They, however, focused 
on the method and metric used for model fitting in creating the recommendation 
model.  Nevertheless,  their  studies  have  not  addressed  the  content  and  user 
relationship with respect to other factors, such as user demography. In addition, the 
technique  used  was  based  on  other  users’  ratings  instead  of  using  the  user’s 
behaviour. The MONERS system [18] is a hybrid method used to recommend news 
on  mobile  devices  using  batch  work  mechanism  and  system  learning  which  are 
carried out at the server. A user must also subscribe to the news service, and the user 
information including interests need to be submitted and stored at the server.  
 
Content filtering in a mobile content recommendation system can be based on user 
profile  information.  Such  profile  information  could  be  due  to  a  user’s  input 
according to his or her interests, and the user’s preferences, which are derived from 
the behavioural usage and inferred from the user’s profile.  The concept of a user 
profile in a mobile phone has been introduced by Wagner et al. in 2002 [21] and 
there are several mobile content frameworks such as MobileIQ [7], Lee’s work [22] 
or the framework by Ning et al. [23] that used a user profile. The user profile has 
also been widely used in several applications such as Kobsa [24], Weißenberg et al. 
[25], Gemmell et al. [26], Castells et al. [27], Seitz et al. [28] and Jeon et al. [29]. 5 
 
However,  using  only  the  user  profile  might  be  insufficient  to  predict  the  user’s 
navigation patterns and the mobile  Internet usage. The situation and surrounding 
environment of the user are also important in determining the type of information 
required at the time. This can be changed or adapted according to the needs of the 
users. This is important because mobile information usage is based on the context 
information,  and  the  important  source  of  information  required  to  determine  the 
desired  content  is  also  constantly  changing.  This  suggests  that  the  context 
information, such as time, is an important factor which could be used to determine 
how information is delivered for the mobile devices [30, 31].  
 
In recent years, data mining using machine learning techniques has provided more 
relevant  information  to  users  in  mobile  recommendation  systems  [18,  32,  33]. 
However, many components and stages are involved in the recommendation process 
in  order  to  increase  the  accuracy.  There  is  a  need  to  search  for  an  efficient 
framework  that  can  provide  content  to  satisfy  the  user’s  need  by  providing 
personalised content recommendation. 
 
1.3 Research Problem 
Mobile content recommendation used to  provide personalised content for mobile 
users is a challenge, especially when a huge amount of information is available. It 
becomes more challenging when the context (such as time of the day) of the mobile 
user is taken into consideration to provide more accurate and relevant content to the 
user.  Besides,  the  user’s  ratings  may  also  influence  what  information  will  be 6 
 
displayed to the user. There is also a need to incorporate any new information or 
items that have not been rated previously. 
 
However, to address the problems of such content recommendation, it is noted that 
such frameworks may vary due to different purposes [34]. In addition, only some 
mobile  personalisation  frameworks  proposed  have  included  mobile  personalised 
content recommendation.  Some examples are BPEL4WS [35] or mPERSONA for 
the  portal  wireless  user  [36].  However,  to  our  knowledge,  there  is  no  single 
framework that can address all the problems together. 
 
Content filtering is an important step in a mobile recommendation system. The main 
concept is to predict the items derived from other users’ preferences and use the 
established prediction model to make recommendations to a user who has a profile 
close  to  a  certain  group  of  users.  The  mobile  recommendation  system  should 
perform  two  main  tasks,  which  are  predicting  the  most  desired  items  and 
recommending  associated  or  relevant  items  based  on  the  criteria  or  conditions 
derived from the user’s profile. However, there are some drawbacks in the existing 
systems found in the literature [7, 34]. Most mobile recommendation systems face 
problems in the early stage (i.e. during the first two interactions) due to a lack of 
user’s information. This problem is known as sparsity and cold start [19, 20] due to 
insufficient  information  being  available  to  make  the  recommendation.  It  can  be 
viewed in content-based perspectives as follows: 
-  First time connection: the first time a user connects the recommendation 
system cannot derive desired items due to the lack of knowledge relating 7 
 
to the user’s preference. Although data mining techniques can help to 
solve this problem in the latter stage, to mitigate the sparsity of the first 
time user a model for mobile content filtering is needed. 
-  First content rating:  In the early stage of new content, the amount of 
downloading or rating may not be sufficient to determine the item rating. 
Thus, some of these new contents may not be delivered to the users. 
 
After handling the early stage problem, the mobile recommendation system should 
consider addressing the problem of finding relevant items for a revisiting user. In the 
second stage, recommendation is normally based on the preferences in a group that a 
user  has  the  best  fit.  The  group  is  normally  established  by  some  clustering 
techniques.  In  the  next  stage,  after  the  user  has  provided  more  responses  and 
feedbacks to the recommendation system, the recommendation will be based on the 
individual profile in order to achieve a more personalised content recommendation. 
 
Based  on  the  problems  and  motivations  presented,  this  thesis  focused  on  the 
development  of  a  mobile  content  recommendation  system  for  the  early  stage  of 
connection  or  first  time  connection  for  a  non-interactive  system.  Non-interactive 
here means a user does not need to input their rating, and interact with the system. In 
this thesis, the developed non-interactive approach is also linked to the interactive 
mobile  recommendation  system  in  order  to  incorporate  users’  feedback  and  the 
mobile Internet usage patterns for revisiting users.  
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The mobile content filtering uses time context information in order to present the 
most  appropriate  information  to  the  user  according  to  time.  In  addition,  this 
methodology also proposes that user profiles should not remain stagnant, but adapt 
over  time.  For  example,  users  may  change  their  occupations  and  income.  This 
reinforces the importance of using user profiles in content filtering to achieve better 
retrieval results.  
 
Therefore, an integrated model that blends the user group identification and mobile 
content filtering for mobile content recommendation was proposed in this study, in 
order  to  address  the  current  limitations  of  the  mobile  content  recommendation 
system. The proposed model enhances the system by finding the relevant content 
items that match with a user’s needs based on the user’s profile. The significance of 
the proposed method is to improve performance of mobile content recommendation 
and obtain higher accuracy rate of content prediction and predicted recommended 
relevant content measured by recommendation metrics. 
 
1.4 Research Aims 
This research aims to:  
1.  investigate  and  develop  an  integrated  approach  of  user  group 
identification  and  mobile  content  filtering  addressing  the  current 
limitation  of  predicting  associated  items,  including  new  and  un-rated 
items,  for  mobile  users  in  order  to  enhance  the  mobile  content 
recommendation system; 9 
 
2.  improve recommendations performance of mobile content to first time 
users using the client-side user’s profile; and  
3.  improve the recommendation system  performance  using dynamic time 
context information. 
   
1.5 Scope and Assumption 
This  thesis  focuses  on  the  mobile  content  filtered  in  a  mobile  recommendation 
system.  The content preferences  are based on a user’s  rating on the information 
provided,  and  the  time  context  information.  A  prototype  system  is  developed  to 
demonstrate the entire framework. 
The framework will operate on the assumption that users will share at least one 
variable related to the demographic factors. The variety of content categories will be 
limited  to  the  datasets  utilised  in  the  experiments  found  within  this  thesis.  In 
addition, the content data is rated according to the user preferences for content in 
terms of how much they like or dislike content, and such information is converted to 
a scale measurement. The user can choose not to rate the content. In this thesis, it is 
assumed that the communication between the mobile client and server uses the same 
standard. Building standard protocol for network communication is not within the 
scope of this thesis.  
 
1.6 Proposed Framework 
A proposed framework in this research is developed to address the problems of using 
the mobile Internet on a mobile device, which focuses on areas which currently are 
not handled by existing methodology under one framework. To overcome several 10 
 
problems of the device, this framework is developed with a focus on content filtering 
when a user connects to the Internet via the device in each session. The proposed 
framework can be divided into two tiers: a mobile device client layer and a content 
provider layer. The details are shown in Figure 1.1. The mobile client layer consists 
of  the  user  profile  management  system  for  the  users  who  are  using  the  mobile 
Internet. Its purpose is to build the user profile by collecting information from the 
users, whereas the content provider layer refers to both the contents and services that 
are provided for users in order to meet their needs.  
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Figure 1.1. Framework for mobile content filtering for a recommendation system. 
 
Mobile Device Client  
The user profile component keeps basic personal information, such as demographic 
data, and tracks the user’s preferences and personal information through interaction. 
This user profile is stored in the mobile device. Moreover, the user preferences are 
derived from the mobile Internet usage behaviour and feedback from the user on the 11 
 
retrieved information from the service provider. During the revisiting stage, the user 
profile will be used to make recommendations. Additionally, the user’s needs and 
preferences may change according to the situation and context. Normally, during 
different times of the day, the mobile user may require different information. As a 
result, time is an important factor that decides what kind of information the user may 
want at different times.  
 
Mobile Content Provider 
As can be observed from the framework in Figure 1.1, the output that a user gets 
from the content provider is a personalised page generated from the recommendation 
system  for  the  session  that  the  user  connects  to  the  mobile  Internet.  After  the 
previous processes, the user profile will work with the service provider’s user profile 
system. In the user profile clustering modelling, it receives the information from the 
user in order to process the information of the user profile and creates clusters for the 
user’s session when there is no user’s cluster information available on the profile. It 
can help to mitigate the problem of sparsity for the first time connection user and for 
first or low rating items, and provide relevant items for the personalised content. 
This component applies a machine learning technique in order to construct the user’s 
group and it also improves content recommendation for a first time user. 
 
Processing of the component should be done offline due to high computation cost; 
furthermore, the mobile Internet connection and response time should be as fast as 
possible. Therefore, it is suggested that high computation tasks should be avoided. 
Consequently,  the  components  will  be  separated  from  the  online  processing 12 
 
component. However, the content predictor intelligent system plays a vital role in 
predicting  the  possible  desired  information  for  the  connected  sessions,  including 
recommending relevant items for the recommendation system. It also addresses the 
problem of predicting associated items for a mobile content user. 
 
In  addition,  adaptability  can  be  easily  incorporated  when  machine  learning  and 
intelligent  techniques  are  implemented  in  the  personalisation  process.  The  result 
from the system can also be sent to the dynamic time information management for 
further processing. The content will be generalised from the user profile and context 
information  to  determine  the  content  page  and  data  after  which  output  from  the 
intelligent  system  is  combined as  a content  filtering  to  obtain  a predicted set  of 
information about what the user needs at that moment based on the context. It is 
organised and presented on the first page of the user’s mobile Internet. In addition to 
adjusting the user’s profile simultaneously, the feedback data that is adjusted from 
the intelligent system is also sent back to the mobile client in order that the user 
profile will be adapted consistently between the mobile and the content provider. It 
will update the data stored with the mobile client. Finally, the updated user profile 
will be used next time when the user connects to the mobile Internet, which is called 
revisiting. This helps to improve recommendations of mobile content for the user, as 
does the client-side user's profile. 
 
1.7 Outline of Thesis Chapters 
The thesis is comprised of six chapters. Chapter 2 will provide the background and 
literature review of mobile content recommendations and the techniques used. Here, 13 
 
artificial intelligence techniques suitable for mobile content personalisation will be 
explored as well as the integrating context information issues and challenges that a 
hybrid  recommendation  system  with  these  techniques  by  means  of  increasing 
personalisation’s performance. Chapter 3 will present the techniques to establish the 
recommendation  content  using  data  mining  techniques  based  on  a  user’s 
demographic  information.  This  technique  will  be  followed  by  discussion  and 
comparison with other references from the literature review. 
 
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the verification of established mobile content for 
the personalisation system including recommended content items as a hybrid system. 
Chapter 5 presents the practical mobile content recommendation system for a self-
management user profile, and flow management for new users and revisiting users. 
Chapter 6 shows the context information of time for mobile content personalisation 
which is  used in  this  study. This  chapter  also  includes  a discussion on different 
context information towards mobile content.   
 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the discussion and conclusion of the study as well as the 
recommendations for further work.   
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CHAPTER 2   
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This  chapter  reviews  the  current  issues  and  research  relating  to  mobile 
recommendation systems. The fundamental components of mobile content as well as 
the approaches used in mobile content filtering and mobile recommendation systems 
are examined. Data mining techniques that play a vital role in the performance of the 
mobile  content  recommendation  system  will  also  be  discussed.  The  outline  of 
Chapter 2 can be seen from Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1. Outline of Chapter 2. 
 
2.2 Personalisation Systems 
One  of  the  main  reasons  for  using  a  recommendation  system  is  to  provide 
personalised content. The concept of personalisation was presented by Ivar Jorstad et 15 
 
al.  [35]  as  the  individualisation  of  something  to  fit  a  person’s  specific  need. 
Montgomery  and  Smith  [34]  mentioned  that  most  of  the  definitions  of 
personalisation consists of three main elements: adaptation, individual customers, 
and  using  marketing  information  related  to  the  customer.    For  mobile 
personalisation, the study by Hakkila and Chatfield [37] showed that users want to 
personalise their mobile phone content and their experience can be improved if the 
users  are  provided  with  alternative  forethought  [38].  In  addition,  despite  people 
having a poor understanding of the extent to which phones or digital content can be 
personalised,  the  personalisation  of  such  devices  holds  great  importance  for  the 
users, due to emotional value [39]. These studies have shown ideas on how a mobile 
device is treated as a personal belonging and why people need to be served by the 
device  individually.  Consequently,  the  success  of  personalisation  depends  on 
important  factors  such  as  classification  of  the  user  profile  and  their  context 
customisation  [40,  41].  Content  personalisation,  which  is  itself  a  solution  to  the 
problem of unstructured information, can be observed in Zhang’s study of mobile 
content  adaptation  [9].  Information  specific  to  the  user’s  needs  can  be  provided 
through content filtering [42].  
 
2.2.1 Mobile Personalisation 
Surfing  the  Internet  on  mobile  devices  is  different  from  surfing  on  a  personal 
computer. Mobile devices have unique characteristics in terms of ubiquity, where 
location and time might be important in defining the user’s needs in terms on how 
the information is used. Therefore, according to research by Zhang et al. [43], they 16 
 
classified  personalisation  for  handheld  devices  into  two  main  areas:  content 
visualisation and content presentation.  
 
Content visualisation concerns the approach to enhancing how data is viewed and 
analysed. For example, Borodin et al. [44] proposed CMo, a technique which can 
adapt original webpage content for presentation on mobile devices. Burigat et al. 
[45] experimented with the use of graphic maps on mobile devices and Yin et al. 
[46] proposed the extraction of the content of web pages in order to  deliver the 
content  suitable  for  the  target  device.  It  can  be  seen  that  in  mobile  content 
visualisation, a personalisation system filters information based on user participation 
and relevant information in order to provide personalised service. 
 
The second area of mobile personalisation is content presentation. The research in 
this area generally focuses on the gathering of relevant information for presentation 
to the user. This approach uses user profiles and other information such as the time 
of the week [47] to predict the information that a user will use on mobile Internet. 
Some research has focused on the navigation paths that the user goes through, while 
others concentrated on mobile content portals which attempt to rearrange the menu 
on mobile phones in order to display the most wanted options in the top line of the 
device’s screen. In addition, some research focused on the generalization of data into 
a  universal  format  for  all  platforms.  This  can  be  observed  from  the  majority  of 
research related to this area, such as those in [2, 22, 48, 49]. A recommendation 
system is one of the applications of personalisation in this area.  17 
 
To exploit the advantage of a mobile device, adaptive content, which can be adjusted 
when the usage changes according to the environment, becomes an important issue. 
Several  mobile  applications  related  to  information  seeking  have  been  developed 
including examples such as tourist guides, news updates or classified information 
and services [9, 49]. The study of Feijoo et al. [50] presented the mobile content 
space using dimensions of mobility and creativeness. This can help to distinguish the 
group  of  contents  that  could  adapt  to  mobile  devices,  and  content  that  allows 
creativity.  For  example,  content  such  as  multimedia  or  entertainment  can  be 
classified as requiring more creativeness. Such contents need not relate to a specific 
mobility service, but they just adapt to a specific mobile platform. On the other hand, 
mobile search can be classified under both dimensions as it is a specific mobility 
service but also has a more creative content. This can be seen in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Mobile content space and categorization dimension. Adapted from 
Feijoo et al. [50]. 
Consequently, the research presented in this thesis focuses on mobile personalisation 
for content presentation. This is achieved through the implementation of the mobile 
recommendation mechanism.  18 
 
2.2.2 Framework of Mobile Personalisation 
The first mobile content personalisation framework was created in 2002 and has 
been used as a guideline for creating mobile recommendation systems. Following 
this, other frameworks like the MobileIQ [7], BPEL4WS [35], mPERSONA [36], 
Lee  [22],  Ning  et  al.  [23]  and  Service  Context  Management  (SCM)  focused  on 
content personalisation,  while FLAME2008  [25] and Mobile GI  [49]  focused on 
location-based information system. These can be used as guidelines for establishing 
the  recommendation  system  on  mobile  content  with  personalised  service.  The 
common components of the various mobile content personalisation frameworks can 
be  seen  in  the  summary  table  below,  Table  2.1.  However,  mobile  content  for 
Geographic Information (GI) is not included because those research [25, 49] focused 
on location and geographical identification. 
 
Table 2.1  
Summary of Features of the Mobile Personalisation Frameworks 
Features\Framework  MobileIQ  BPEL4WS  mPERSONA  Lee  Ning  SCM 
Architecture  Proxy-based, 
Multi-agent 
Web Services  Multi-agent  Multi-agent  Multi-agent  Multi-agent 
Purpose  Access 
information 
Select Web 
Services 
Minimise click 
distance 
Interoperation  Mobile portal 
personalisation 
Inferring 
context 
Application  General  General  Restaurant/ 
portal 
Shopping 
Multimedia 
Mobile portal  TV Content 
User             
- User Model  N/A  N/A  N/A  Yes  N/A  N/A 
- User Profile  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  N/A 
- User Profile Storing  Server  Server  Client 
(Subscribe) 
Server  N/A  N/A 
- Updatable User Profile  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
- User Interest  Rating (1-10)  Extrinsic 
Intrinsic 
By user  Like/Dislike by 
user 
Yes  N/A 
Context Model             
- Time  No  N/A  No  No  No  Yes 
- Location  Yes  N/A  Yes  No  Yes  Yes 
Intelligent System  Clustering  No  Tree  N/A  N/A  Rule-based 
Privacy  Yes  Yes  Yes  N/A  N/A  N/A 
Recommendation  N/A  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  N/A 
Relevant  Items  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  Yes  N/A 
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The frameworks above display certain weaknesses. The system needs the user to 
perform further steps, such as filling out registration or membership forms. This may 
unnecessarily complicate or discourage user participation as the time spent may be 
disproportionate to the information required. Importantly, many users fear that their 
personal information may be leaked as it will be stored at the content provider’s 
server. As such, user consent should be requested prior to their information being 
used for the personalisation in the recommendation system. Users should be allowed 
to manage their own personal information including their preferred content on their 
mobile device.  
 
To  perform  better  personalised  service,  techniques  are  needed  to  predict  user 
behaviour  patterns.  However,  some  frameworks  either  have  not  included  the 
techniques  or  have  not  provided  a  complete  solution  to  perform  tasks  such  as 
identifying  users  with  similar  behaviours,  grouping  users  according  to  their 
demographic  factors,  and  making  predictions  about  their  preferences.  These 
techniques can help content providers to improve their understanding of the users 
and to provide users with their desired items. 
 
2.3 Mobile Recommendation System 
The problem of trying to find information on a large database can be a difficult and 
time-consuming process, especially an online system. Most recommendation systems 
apply knowledge discovery techniques to provide personalised recommendations for 
information, products or services. The process of personalising content occurs when 
the user accesses the system. Recommendation systems not only predict the items 20 
 
that the users want, but will also recommend items that may be associated with the 
predicted item. Therefore, the main tasks of the recommendation system are to: 
1)  predict the target item from a pool of items, and 
2)  recommend the set of items that is relevant to the predicted items based 
on the user’s preferences.  
 
The  recommendation  system  uses  a  mechanism  to  predict  associated  items  and 
provide them to the user based on criteria such as user preferences, item popularity 
or demographic factors. A classical recommendation system is Ringo, which is a 
music recommendation system that uses other users’ interest profiles to calculate 
similarities, and recommends items to a user who presented with similar features 
[51].  A  prominent  example  of  a  recommendation  system  is  the  one  used  by 
amazon.com, the largest online retailer [13]. It is similar to the system used by the 
online  auction  website  eBay  as  both  utilise  recommendation  mechanisms  to 
recommend products to users. Netflix and MovieLens [14] by GroupLens Research 
at the University of Minnesota are examples of recommendation systems that focus 
on  finding  movies  based  on  user  preferences.  In  addition,  the  recommendation 
system  known  as  the  Infotainment  TV  show  has  also  been  used  for  television 
program  recommendations.  The  research  applies  symbolic  machine  learning  to 
discover user interests and preferences and construct user models, resulting in the 
creation of decision lists [5]. 
 
Olmo and Gaudioso [10] have defined various recommendation systems in terms of 
user interaction. The recommendation systems can be separated into interactive and 21 
 
non-interactive systems.  They defined an interactive recommender as a system that 
collects data from the user based on past interactions with the system. For example, 
WebWatcher requires a user to rate items in its applications. On the other hand, a 
non-interactive  recommender  gathers  data  before  any  user  interaction  occurs.  It 
seeks to choose interesting or useful items for recommendation to the user. Olmo and 
Gaudioso note that non-interactive systems are not limited to systems that do not 
require user interaction. Rather, they refer to the fact that the data is collected outside 
the system or comes from external sources. Therefore, if the user shares some useful 
information, such as demographic factors, the recommendation system can utilise 
them to obtain the recommended items.  
 
Thus, it can be seen that the non-interactive recommendation system should be used 
for the initial stages of the recommendation system where the user has not shared 
any  information  with  the  system.  Consequently,  the  interactive  recommendation 
system can be used as the next stage when the user has shared some information with 
the system. The recommender can then select the most suitable items for the user 
based on the user’s information regarding content rating. However, users rarely rate 
the items as they generally do not wish to engage in detailed interactions and they 
may be concerned with privacy as well. As a result, the interactive recommendation 
system experiences slow growth, especially in new content areas. It requires longer 
time  to  provide  appropriate  recommendations.  New  content  may  not  be 
recommended or included in recommended lists to the user despite the content being 
relevant to the user’s need; therefore, the use of collaborative filtering and other 
methods is needed to solve these problems.  22 
 
The recommendation system plays a vital role in mobile website browsing in order 
to overcome mobile device limitations due to user interface, screen, connectivity and 
information overload.  
 
Many researchers have proposed personalised applications or content for a mobile 
user  using  recommendation  systems.  VISCORS  [15],    which  recommends 
wallpapers for mobile devices to users through content filtering, is an example of 
such  a  system.  Another  example  is  MovieLens  Unplugged  [16],  a  movie 
recommendation system for mobile devices. This also focuses on user rating and 
collaborative  filtering  to  select  recommended  movies.  Some  recommendation 
systems focus on location-based services (LBS) [17, 52]. These systems adjust their 
recommendations by using the user’s short-term and long-term preferences. News 
recommendations [18] are another example of applications that utilise ratings-based 
recommendations. 
 
Although the recommendation system is implemented on mobile devices, the main 
tasks of prediction and recommendation should be maintained.  Those studies as 
shown above [15-18, 52] have focused on predictions but did not seek to create 
relevant items based on a user’s preferences or demographic factors. Furthermore, 
tourism and pedestrian applications use the user’s location to find useful information. 
The  study  of  Zipf  and  Jost  [49]  was  based  on  a  user  model  related  to  dynamic 
personalised service and used adaptive GI (Geographic Information). However, the 
study  focused  on  pedestrian  navigation  and  POI  (Point-of-interest)  and  was  not 
concerned with user-related information or direction recommendations. It did not 23 
 
include product or result ratings for the recommenders and other users’ opinions to 
construct or establish recommendation systems for the early stages. 
 
Another problem relating to establishing the model is un-rated items or new items. 
New items appear on a website that have not been rated, or may have low ratings 
relative to older items. They will have less chance of appearing at the top of the list 
despite  their  relevance  to  the  user.  An  associated  problem  that  is  faced  by  the 
recommendation system is providing content for first time and revisiting users. As a 
result, it is a challenge to provide personalised content for a first time user via a 
recommendation system. 
 
There  are  two  main  approaches  for  a  recommendation  technique,  namely 
collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based filtering (CBF). The basic idea is to 
recommend  items  to  the  target  user  by  predicting  their  utility  through  previous 
ratings by other users. Typical group of users have been used as a mechanism for 
creating user models to compensate for the limited amount of information on each 
individual user. 
 
2.3.1 Collaborative Filtering  
A technique used in recommendation systems is Collaborative Filtering (CF). The 
main concept of CF is to use ratings given by other people. These ratings may be 
arranged or utilised based on specific purposes and which will then be used by the 
recommendation system to select items for the target user.  The form of input for 24 
 
collaborative filtering is called a user matrix. It can be seen as user, item and rating 
as arranged in the matrix m x n as seen below in Figure 2.3.  
User\Item  Item 1  Item 2  Item 3  …  Item n 
User 1  R11  R12  R13  …  R1n 
User 2  R21  R22  R23  …  R2n 
User 3  R31  R32  R33  …  R3n 
…  …  …  …  …  … 
User m  Rm1  Rm2  Rm3  …  Rmn 
 
Figure 2.3. Example of user matrix. 
The process of collaborative filtering can be found in Chen and McCleod [53] and it 
can be summarized as: 
1.  collect user data, item rating and its representation, 
2.  find similarities of interesting subjects for the decision, and 
3.  compute recommendation items. 
In  the  recommendation  system,  CF  still  requires  both  the  user’s  preference  and 
user’s similarities among the user’s group. Nonetheless, the recommendation system 
generally has problems relating to a first rater and first time connection user in terms 
of establishing the model for them. The challenge is to incorporate user profiles in 
terms of demographic factors to identify the group of users that the new user belongs 
to,  followed  by  establishing  models  for  un-rated  items  or  new  items.  However, 
before going through those problems, it is necessary to consider the approaches in 
CF.  Approaches  used  to  build  the  CF  can  be  divided  into  two  main  categories, 
namely, memory-based and model-based. 
 
The memory-based CF uses user ratings to recommend the item based on statistical 
methods. It calculates similarities between a user and the item rating in the user 25 
 
matrix. This approach is easy to understand and effective. The example can be seen 
from work by Yu et al., using CF for recommender systems [54]. However, there are 
some drawbacks such as the scalability problem as it consumes much memory when 
it  deals  with  large  datasets.  In  addition,  the  size  of  matrix  could  be  too  big  for 
calculation. The memory-based approach cannot handle more new users and new 
items due to limitation of the memory on the device and the server. As the matrix is 
fixed once created, it has to predict the new user’s rating including new items for 
further prediction. This approach also depends on the user rating. If the rating is not 
available or insufficient, the recommendation items might not be successful.  
 
The other approach of CF is model-based. Data mining and intelligent techniques are 
commonly used to establish the prediction model for recommendation. The models 
are created based on the training datasets. Some techniques used are Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN), cluster analysis and Bayesian Networks [6, 55-57]. The advantage 
of the model-based approach is that it is normally more accurate, and it can handle 
large datasets with more flexibility. It can also deal with new user prediction [55]. 
The main disadvantage for this approach is the computation required to build the 
prediction model. An example of a model-based recommendation system can be seen 
from the study of Liu et al. [33]. They implemented sequential rules with CF for the 
recommendation  system.  Their  approach  helped  to  enhance  the  quality  of  the 
recommendation system by considering the sequence of items [58].  
 
The other example of a model-based mobile recommendation system is related to a 
multiple  channel  product  [55].  It  predicts  a  user’s  desired  items  by  combining 26 
 
multiple sources of information from different channels, for example, from product 
categories  that  the  user  bought  from  television,  catalogues,  and  web  channels. 
Furthermore,  personalisation  can  be  performed  by  proposing  the  recommended 
product items from the ordinary menu. Applied symbolic machine learning is used to 
discover a user’s interests and preferences to construct the user profile implemented 
for an Infotainment TV show [5]. Some data mining techniques will be discussed in 
more  detail  in  Section  2.3  for  analysing  each  component  of  a  mobile  content 
recommendation system. This is to demonstrate how these techniques help a mobile 
content recommendation system perform recommendation tasks for the model-based 
approach. 
 
Having considered the main approach of CF, it is necessary to look at the elements in 
the user matrix. The user-based and item-based algorithms are the approaches used 
in the implementation of the user matrix of the CF. 
 
User-based CF assumes that many users may have the same interests. These interests 
can be referred  to  as  recommending  similar items  to  other users who  may  have 
similar interests. The technique that is widely used for a user-based algorithm is the 
nearest neighbour approach. It forms groups of users with similar interests in terms 
of ratings and makes the top N recommendation. An example of user-based CF can 
be found in [59]. 
 
However,  the  problem  of  sparsity,  insufficient  information  in  making  any 
recommendation, in a user-based algorithm occurs when a user did not rate the item. 27 
 
The recommendation system cannot calculate the similarity of users. For example, 
user A and user B who purchased the same items did not rate the purchased items. 
The  effect  of  this  can  lead  to  missing  information  when  constructing  the 
neighbourhood  and  similarity  index.  As  a  result,  the  system  will  not  be  able  to 
recommend the item.  
 
User-based algorithms needs to add some factors or features such as implicit rating, 
implicit  preference  or  content  boost  to  improve  the  recommendation.  These  are 
reported in [60]. The explicit rating refers to rating of the items provided by users, 
and is included. The study also separates items into categories. It shows that this 
algorithm can combine the explicit rating and category-based techniques, which can 
perform better than conventional user-based algorithms.  
 
Research from [44, 45] have shown that item-based CF can perform better than user-
based algorithms. This could suggest that user-based algorithms by using only user 
similarity is not enough to provide a good recommendation. 
 
An item-based CF approach changes the perspective of considering users’ similarity 
to focusing on similarity between items. These items are rated by users and they will 
be computed by a similarity measure. Similar items in the group will be used for 
prediction. The example of an item-based algorithm for a recommendation system 
can be seen from various studies [56, 61-63]. 
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In summary, advantages and disadvantages of user-based and item-based algorithms 
for CF are shown in Table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2  
Summary of User-based and Item-based CF 
Approach  Aim  Fundamental 
Technique 
Advantage  Disadvantage 
Item-based  Find k similar items 
that correlate rating 
by different user 
with similarity 
measure  
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient 
(Mapping between item 
pair) 
Avoid computational 
bottleneck of user to 
user 
Not considering user aspects 
such as preference and 
similarity 
User-based  Compute correlation 
or similarity among 
users 
k-nn 
(computing row of user 
matrix mapping with 
target user) 
Take into account of 
the user similarity 
Problem of scalability, the 
computational complexity 
increasing linearly, and the 
difficulty with large numbers of 
users such as e-commerce 
 
Nonetheless,  each  approach  has  advantages  and  disadvantages.  Overall,  the 
recommendation system needs both user-based information and item-based rating 
information to recommend the items even for the first time user on a non-interactive 
system. Therefore, hybrid approaches have been designed to  combine both item-
based and user-based CF. For example, Liang et al. [64] added one more dimension 
for user and item in CF. It is the tag information which defines a user’s interests and 
preferences. This also addressed the problem of the lack of a relationship between 
user  and  item  in  a  recommendation  system.  However,  this  does  not  address  the 
sparsity problem. Liang et al. [64] specify the number of minimum tags information 
stored in the experiment to avoid sparsity problem.  
 
Other  research  [65]  also  presented  a  hybrid  CF  to  handle  the  user  and  item 
information concurrently. This research is based on a similarity calculation using the 
modified Pearson Correlation by adapting user similarity and item similarity. They 29 
 
then  added  a  control  factor  for  fusing  user-based  and  item-based  algorithms. 
However, this method is based on Pearson Correlation, the recommendation system 
with  a  memory-based  approach,  where  it  has  the  problem  of  scalability  and 
limitation in calculation as it relies on user or item rating. This method did not use 
any algorithm in finding relevant items to recommend items, where this thesis will 
be working to create such a method. 
 
In  most  current  recommendation  systems,  it  is  normally  difficult  to  establish  a 
prediction model of the user when they are a first time rater and first time connection 
user. To focus on this problem, it is necessary to incorporate an appropriate user 
profile, such as demographic factors, to identify the group of users that the new user 
belongs to. The issue related to a user profile for a mobile content recommendation 
system will be discussed in Section 2.4. The recommendation system needs both 
user-based information and item-based rating information to recommend the items, 
even for the first time user on a non-interactive system. However, many researchers 
only used item rating in making the recommendation [19, 56, 60-62, 66].  
 
There are problems when the recommendation system depends too much on rating 
information.  Firstly,  rating  information  from  a  user  dealing  with  many  kinds  of 
content  may  provide  incorrect  recommendations  because  contents  may  have 
dissimilar characteristics or a user may have different preferences. Secondly, a rating 
mostly uses an ordinal scale and it is explicitly collected. However, there may be a 
rating  or  content  recommended  based  on  the  user’s  demographic  information 
collected  implicitly.  Therefore,  to  find  a  group  or  cluster  for  recommendation 30 
 
systems,  incorporating  a  profile  based  on  users’  information  and  preferences  is 
important.  Furthermore,  a  recommendation  system  should  not  be  limited  to  the 
collection of explicit user ratings but should also include implicit knowledge for 
discovering user ratings or relevant content items. 
 
2.3.2 Content-based Filtering 
The other approach of finding interesting and relevant content for a recommendation 
system  is  content-based  filtering  (CBF).  The  principle  of  CBF  comes  from 
information retrieval (IR) and it has been used when a user needs documents or web 
pages. This approach focuses on analysing the content of the documents or items to 
be  recommended  to  a  user.  In  addition,  it  represents  the  most  wanted  item  by 
measuring an item’s importance [67]. The user profile may need to be used to filter 
the user’s preferred content. Basically, CBF uses the preference of the current user to 
predict  and  recommend  contents  including  unseen  items  to  new  incoming  users. 
These items might be similar to the past rated items or have similar keywords. 
 
The  main  difference  between  CBF  and  CF  is  that  CBF  focuses  on  finding  the 
relationship between the content items and the user’s preferences, while CF focuses 
on finding similarity between users’ ratings or user preferred content items that are 
similar. The concept of content-based filtering has been used since 1995 when the 
World  Wide  Web  became  popular.  Yan  and  Garcia-Molina  [68]  implemented  a 
simple  CBF  using  text  filtering  and  profiles  called  SIFT  on  the  Internet  news. 
However, these profiles are manually constructed and updated. A user must input 
specific words that will be saved in the profile and must update the words manually. 31 
 
Although it is a manual system, the concept that allows users to change the profile is 
important. 
 
Meteran and Someren [11] found that different topics in the same document could 
have different precision ratios for prediction. This is because the documents contain 
many different terms on several topics. Besides, a term could have more than one 
meaning. Therefore, it is too difficult for a learning algorithm to learn the patterns 
and relationships between documents. Meteran and Someren [11] suggested that an 
effective  recommendation  system  should  be  constructed  based  on  CF  and  CBF 
jointly.  By combining  CF and CBF, the system  can serve users who have more 
experience with mobile Internet content and a recommendation system. This user 
might have some preferences or interests that are different over a period of time or 
due  to  some  special  occasion.  In  CBF  this  information  can  be  helpful  for  a 
recommendation system in case the user needs an individual preference based on his 
or her historic usage data. In contrast, in the CF approach, the preference of other 
users needs to be referred to for the user that is presently using the recommendation 
system [69]. 
 
Some recent work using CBF on mobile content can be observed from [70]. The 
system that was reported is a blog content recommender. It can identify  a user’s 
preference by counting the number of words that appeared in the documents. By 
using the user preference profile, the mobile recommendation system predicts the 
desired blog topics for the mobile phone user. The counting of the user’s keywords 
comes from the user’s browsing history and interests using the TF-IDF algorithm 32 
 
(term  frequency–inverse  document  frequency),  which  is  an  algorithm  used  to 
calculate the keyword frequencies. This research applied a hierarchical clustering 
technique to find similar users based on a few keywords. After the group of users is 
found, the content will then be delivered to the users by means of push messages. 
However, using keywords for clustering is similar to document classification; it may 
not  reflect  the  true  interest  of  the  user.  Moreover,  hierarchical  clustering  is  not 
appropriate for clustering large data and it performs slower than other clustering 
techniques like k-means [71, 72]. 
 
Commonly, CBF can recommend items to the user easier when compared to CF in 
the case where a user profile is provided. It is able to recommend unrated items 
because it considers the document content when making recommendations. Besides, 
it can deal with new users even when a user has never used the system before, as 
long as the user has some profile available in order to predict his or her interests. 
However,  CBF  has  some  disadvantages.  Firstly,  it  cannot  filter  item-based 
recommendations  using  qualitative  analysis  such  as  the  statistic  method  or 
correlation analysis. Secondly, it is also difficult to separate the articles that have the 
same keyword with different meanings. In addition, CBF needs text attributes that 
are constructed by inputting to each item manually. In some research, it was found 
additional filtering techniques are needed on top of the CBF to address these issues 
[18, 70]. 
 
From CBF, it can be seen that the main components for the recommendation system 
are the user profile and keywords of the contents. The user profile is required to 33 
 
collect and record a user’s preference and content of interest. It can also be used to 
keep track of the keywords and their frequency in order to use them as input for the 
recommendation system. For mobile devices, it would be better if a user can keep the 
keyword of his/her interests within the mobile device because it is more convenient 
and beneficial for the user [73-75].  One of the drawbacks of CBF is it takes a long 
time to learn the users’ profile or to collect users’ usage data at the server side. This 
also  increases  exponentially  with  the  increasing  number  of  users  [69].  Another 
advantage of keeping the profile at the clients’ side is that it could also increase the 
confidence of the users when using the mobile recommendation system, because the 
users have more control of their own profile. A user can manage their own profile, 
such as by adding more keywords or removing unused keywords, and changing their 
own personal information. 
 
Table 2.3 provides the summary on the advantages and disadvantages of CF and 
CBF  approaches  for  recommendation  system.  The  table  is  modified  from  the 
research by Shani et al.[76] and Shardanand and Maes [51]. 
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Table 2.3  
Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages for the CF and CBF Approaches on a 
Recommendation System 
Approach  Main idea  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Collaborative 
Filtering 
User gets advice 
from friends or 
other people 
- independent from item characteristic 
- able to provide complicated items such as 
range of item attributes 
- dealing with any kind of content [66] 
- limitation on building a good 
recommendation for new users with no 
rated items or new items—known as the 
sparsity and cold start problem 
- unable to recommend items that are 
dissimilar to items that were already seen 
in the past 
Content-
based 
Filtering 
Derived concept 
of information 
filtering for 
documents using 
analysis of 
text/word 
matching with 
user profile 
- if there is a user profile, it is easier to 
provide a valid recommendation to new 
users even when they have never used the 
system before 
- able to provide a new item that has never 
been rated before  
 
- unable to filter item content in terms of 
quality of item or some assessment on 
quality including rating and ranking 
information 
- unable to distinguish similar terms in the 
document, and parser of text may be 
necessary 
- text/word attributes have to be assigned 
manually 
- special/add-on filtering technique is 
needed to address text assessment problem 
- need longer time to collect and learn the 
user preferences 
 
2.3.3 Hybrid Recommendation System 
There are advantages and disadvantages for both the CBF and CF approaches. As a 
result,  by  combining  CBF  and  CF,  the  hybrid  method  is  designed  to  bring  the 
advantages of each approach to create a better recommendation system. When the 
CF has handled the cold start problem, the output from this approach can then be 
input into the CBF method. Figure 2.4 shows an overview of the approaches that are 
used in recommendation systems.  
Hybrid
Recommendation System
User-based Item-based
Hybrid
CF CBF
Memory-Based Model-Based
 
Figure 2.4. The overview of approaches used in recommendation systems. 35 
 
The study by Melville et al. in 2002 [19] has shown that a hybrid recommendation 
system can solve the problem of rating sparsity and first rating concurrently. They 
created a full user-rating matrix for calculating in the CF process. The matrix is 
derived  from  the  CBF  process  to  boost  rating  for  the  sparsity  problem.  The  CF 
method helps to provide recommendations for active users too. Instead of using pure 
CBF, in addition, CBF can be used to find other users’ correlation from the user 
rating of the content in order for the system to generate better recommendations. 
Another example is VISCORS [15], the mobile wallpaper image recommendation. It 
used  CF-based  recommendations  to  find  the  similarity  of  the  customer’s 
neighbourhood in terms of the image rating. CBF is then implemented for the part 
that requires an image for recommendation. This can help the user to reduce search 
time for the desired image. Schein et al. [20] worked on a hybrid recommendation 
system. They addressed the cold start problem by using content data, the description 
and detail of data associated with an item, for an unrated item. However, this study 
focused on the method and metrics for model fitting.  
 
The work described so far only makes use of the rating information from the user. It 
does not include a user’s demographic factors in finding specific preferences.  
 
A  news  hybrid  recommendation  system  that  combines  CF  and  CBF  known  as 
MONERS was reported on by Lee and Park [18]. Their recommendation system 
showed the read ratio on the news. From the experimental results, it appeared that 
the read ratio from the recommended news menu is higher than from the category of 
the news menu. This is suitable for content that has several pages. However, if it 36 
 
considers  the  number  of  news  services  accessed  by  the  menu,  the  number  of 
categories  of  news  read  is  higher  than  the  recommended  news.  MONERS  uses 
recency of time on news in establishing the model-based recommendation system. It 
creates its own model for delivering news services. By using the time factor, it can 
address the sparsity problem as well. This recommendation system also uses user 
demographic factors in making any recommendation. Basically, it clusters the users 
based on their demographic factors and makes the assumption that users in the same 
group have similar article usage patterns.  
 
Although the MONERS tries to complement personalised news, learning or analysis 
are done as a batch work. It does not provide a user profile at the client side, but a 
user must subscribe to the news service and the information including interests will 
be stored at the server side. In addition, this model is suitable for documents that 
concern  recency and present  time of information  like news, despite  the fact  that 
preferences may not need recency or categories.  A user can have more than one 
specific  interest  in  different  topic  and  different  categories.  Table  2.4  shows  the 
example of a recommendation system and applications and Figure 2.5 represents the 
positioning of these applications towards a recommendation approach. 
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Table 2.4  
Example of Mobile Recommendation Systems and Applications 
#  Area  Application  Researchers 
A  m-commerce  Product  Liu  and Liou [55] 
B     Product  Liu et al. [33] 
C     Product  Linden et al. [61] 
D  Media Content  General  MediaScout [76] 
E     Music  COFOSIM [66] 
F     Image  VISCORS [15] 
G  Content  Blog  M-CRS [70] 
H     News  MONERS [18] 
I     TV Program  Infotainment [5] 
J    Home improvement  PRES [11] 
 
{Hybrid}
{Hybrid}
Item-based
User-based
CF CBF
A
C E
B
D
G
I
J
F
H
 
Figure 2.5. Research position for recommendation systems according to Table 2.4 
information. 
 
As  a  result,  both  CF  and  CBF  seem  to  contain  important  features  that  require 
constructing  a  better  recommendation  system.  CF  is  needed  based  on  a  user’s 
preferences and similarity with the group, and provides recommendation for first-
time  users.  Once,  users  have  interacted  with  the  system  they  might  have  more 
preferences  that  are  different  due  to  the  period  of  time  or  on  special  occasions. 
Content-based Filtering (CBF) should be bundled in the recommendation system for 38 
 
the next phase to recommend content to match a user’s individual preferences. It is 
therefore recommended that the hybrid approach should combine the features of CF 
and CBF together to fulfil the recommendation process for the first time connection 
and revisiting connection processes. 
 
In summary, the information sharing between a user and the recommendation system 
is important, because it affects the items recommended which could match the user’s 
need. Figure 2.6 shows the summary of relationship between recommendation and 
other factors. 
Level of 
information sharing
Level of 
participation Approach
Time period
participation 
to system
Less
More
Less
More
Recommendation 
System
Non-interactive
Interactive
 
Figure 2.6. Relationship between recommendation system approaches, information 
sharing and related factors. 
 
2.4 Integrated Mobile Content Recommendation Models Using Data Mining  
Data  mining  is  used  by  some  recommendation  systems  to  find  the  relationship 
among the users and items before making recommendations to users. There are many 
data mining techniques that can be used to discover the knowledge from  a large 
database, such as clustering, classification and association rules (AR). Data mining 
in the area of machine learning finds the relationship among items [77-79]. Data 
mining using AI techniques has been applied in many applications. Intelligent agent 39 
 
using AI is embedded in computer especially PDAs, like e-mail and news filtering 
[80].   
 
From  the  review,  typical  integrated  mobile  content  recommendation  models  are 
observed and summarised in Figure 2.7. 
User’s group identification
using clustering technique
Mobile content 
prediction using 
classification 
techniques
Finding relevant items
using Association Rules
Dynamic time 
context information
for
Mobile Content Prediction
User Profile
for
Mobile Content 
Recommendation
Techniques and method
 
Figure 2.7. Components of typical integrated mobile content recommendation 
models. 
 
2.4.1 Data Mining and Mobile Content 
There are some works using CF or combination models to obtain better efficiency 
and accuracy of prediction. For example, Fink et al. [81] proposed the use of a user 
modelling server to provide content for news channels in order to create a one-to-one 
relationship. The system used multiple learning components, such as a user-learning 
component and CF, to assign a user to a peer group. Smyth and Cotter [82] used a 
probabilities approach for the menu manager and profiles by storing a list of access 
in hash tables keyed on menu ID to perform profiling and information filtering tasks. 
These are used to learn the users’ preferences in order to adapt the structure of the 40 
 
WAP portals menu and reduce a user’s navigation time. Furthermore, a hybrid model 
for presenting mobile content is presented, such as clickstream-based CF [59]. The 
hybrid mode used four  methods  which  are  the  Markov model, association  rules, 
sequential association rules, and the default model of clickstream-based collaborative 
filtering (CCF). The paper showed that the hybrid model performed better than other 
models.  Likewise,  Zhang  and  Jiao  [83]  used  association  rules  to  predict  semi-
structured data in B2C e-commerce applications. They suggested that information 
overload could be overcome by this technique. The model learned knowledge from 
historical  data  and  combined  a  set  of  associated  text  documents  with  frequently 
occurring text patterns in order to recommend products for a user on a mobile phone. 
 
The next section will discuss some common data mining techniques that were used 
in  mobile  content  recommendations,  specifically  clustering,  classification  and 
association rules techniques.  
 
2.4.2 Clustering Used in Mobile Content Data Mining for Mobile User Group 
Identification 
From the industry point of view, amazon.com mentioned that a clustering model for 
recommendation systems is important [61]. Clustering will be broadly applied on 
recommendation systems to target markets in order to identify the group for a new 
user. In addition, they suggested that  a clustering model allows better scalability 
online and performs better than a traditional collaborative filtering technique (CF) 
[61]. Furthermore, Chen and McLeod [53] mentioned the problem of CF relating to 
clustering, which is how a user should be dealt with and allocated to a cluster.   41 
 
Machine  learning  plays  an  important  role  towards  business  data  processing, 
especially in clustering  [84]. Wu et al. [85] have shown that some commonly used 
algorithms  in  data mining  include  k-means,  SVM,  Apriori,  PageRank and Naïve 
Bayes. They also described k-means as a simple iterative clustering method. As this 
is a simple algorithm with very different adaptation according to the applications 
[86], the clustering component described in previous studies [87, 88] also showed 
how the clusters are constructed based on mobile user clustering using demographic 
factors and information ranking. Therefore, clustering is an important stage in the 
mobile recommendation system because the target market needs to be known for 
recommendation analysis.  
 
The research on the behaviour of the mobile  Internet user can be observed from 
Yamakami’s  research  [72]. Yamakami used  the aging  analysis model  to  identify 
mobile Internet user behaviour. This model used statistical techniques to divide the 
users into four groups based on the amount of access time of the users. From the 
evaluation results, it is shown that the prediction accuracy of user presence in the 
next  month  for  mobile  Internet  usage  is  around  84-87%.  The  author  [72]  also 
suggested that users can be separated into heavy, common and light users based on 
their  user  experience  in  terms  of  the  length  of  using  the  mobile  Internet.  This 
research focused only on the frequency of the user using the mobile Internet. 
 
In  2006,  Okazaki  [89]  included  attitudinal  and  demographic  information  in  his 
research  by  considering  both  continuous  and  categorical  variables  in  the  cluster 
analysis. He determined the number of clusters to be four clusters based on Bayesian 42 
 
Inference Criterion (BIC) techniques. He separated the demographic profiling and 
attitudinal profiling before analysis. After that, the Two-Step algorithm was used for 
clustering based on the distance measure of the categorical attributes. Furthermore, 
research  by  Yamakami  [90,  91]  developed  a  formula  to  identify  the  appropriate 
number of clusters using a method known as ‘revisit ratio’, comparing two, three and 
four clusters. These researchers use the k-means clustering technique. Their results 
showed that cluster results have a positive relationship with the revisit ratio based on 
content freshness.  
  
In  addition,  Yamakami  [91]  also  presented  how  the  system  could  take  in  the 
information of a user’s clickstream to know how mobile Internet users spent their 
time in each time zone (Always On, Prime Time and Irregular Time). In another 
study [92], the authors aimed to extract the knowledge from the information of the 
customers and understand what additional services each cluster of customers would 
adopt.  They  used  factors  analysis  relating  to  call  usage,  payment  behaviour  and 
additional service usage. After that, clustering analysis using k-means combined with 
association  rules  were  implemented.  The  results  showed  that  there  were  eight 
clusters which can be grouped into three main groups, specifically, new generation 
(leisure and entertainment usage), low-priced or fare data service, and general usage 
(no additional services). Although that research implements similar techniques to 
this  thesis  to  identify  a  customer  group,  it  focused  on  finding  the  pattern  of  a 
customer’s mobile service usage behaviour, whereas in this thesis association rules 
are used to find additional mobile services based on the identified characteristics of 
each cluster from primary clustering results. 43 
 
It can be observed that most of the researchers have focused on the clustering in 
terms  of  mobile  Internet  user  behaviour,  such  as  adoption  or  experience  in  the 
mobile Internet [72, 89-92]. There were only a few researchers that investigated how 
to determine the number of clusters and the use of clustering techniques for a mobile 
recommendation  system  [93-95].  In  addition,  due  to  the  limited  computational 
resources on mobile devices and the user need to get the response as fast as possible 
it is always a challenge to build an efficient system. K-means and its acceptable k-
values,  which  are  simple,  are  normally  used  for  unlabelled  mobile  content  user 
clusters [71, 72, 96].  
 
2.4.3 Review of Classification Techniques for Personalised Mobile Content 
Classification is related to identifying what class new observed data belongs to. Each 
classification technique can handle different kinds of variables and situations. An 
example of this is the Decision Tree. This technique has advantages as it produces an 
understandable  map  and  requires  low  computational  processing  [97].  It  can  also 
handle numeric and categorical data, whereas some techniques work well only with 
one type of variable.  
 
There are researchers, such as Nurmi et al. [98] or Cufoglu et al. [99], who focus on 
mobile personalised content classification, and their research provides a comparative 
study of different classification techniques for different applications. Nurmi et al. 
[98]  presented  comparative  analysis  of  different  classification  algorithms.  They 
divided the experiment into two groups: Group 1 and Group 2. Group 1 consisted of 
random  tree  and  TAN  (Tree  Augmented  Naïve  Bayesian)  while  Group  2  used 44 
 
Bayesian  Classifier  and  JRip  (Rule  inducing  using  Ripper  algorithm).  In  the 
experiment, the attribute category was separated by time, GPS, and physiology. The 
measurements  for  these  comparison  studies  are  accuracy  rate  and  mean  absolute 
error (MAE). There was strong assumption in the experimental data that all attributes 
are independent of each other. They showed that Group 1 performed better than 
Group 2 because its general characteristics can induce the hierarchical context data 
attributes  and these attributes seem  to  be correlated with  other  attributes.  It  also 
works well across users. However, the predictor in this group is quite straightforward 
and has a more user-friendly interpretation that means ease of use to even a novice 
user. It can be seen that the contextual information for a mobile application in this 
experiment  is  based  on  absolute  GPS  address  and  there  is  no  user  information 
involved  with  personalisation.  In  addition,  the  research  is  focused  on  person  by 
person, and a small group of users were part of the experiment. 
 
However, there is a research related to classification techniques comparison which 
focused on the user profile [99]. This study aimed to find the best classification 
algorithm with user profiling measured by accuracy rate and the time consumed for 
building the model. The research used 18 attributes related to the user profile, such 
as age, working class, occupation, gender, interest in music, interest in books, et 
cetera. The results show that Naïve Bayesian Tree (NBTree) is the best classification 
technique  with  the  highest  accuracy  rate  and  lowest  error  rate.  However,  this 
algorithm requires a longer time to build the model when compared to those methods 
used  in  the  comparison.  In  addition,  this  research  provides  personalisation 45 
 
application  in  terms  of  general  use  without  any  other  preferences  or  context 
information.  
 
In addition to general classification techniques, in 2007 Kotsiantis [100] presented 
the  comparison  of  supervised  machine  learning  classification  techniques.  The 
researcher shows that the algorithm selection stage to find the classifier is important. 
The key points from the research also show that the importance of selection of the 
classification  algorithm  is  not  concerned  with  superiority  compares  to  other 
classifiers  but  it  should  consider  the  conditions  of  a  specific  method  towards 
application  problems  for  significant  performance.  After  that,  an  ensemble  of 
classification techniques can fulfil the complement of each technique’s weakness and 
strength.  
 
From this research it is evident that the classification techniques can be integrated to 
increase the power of prediction by consideration of the features and instances of 
available datasets, and how the combined classification model will add or remove 
some of them properly. 
 
There is a study of mobile personalisation for mobile services selection by Mahmoud 
et al. [6]. This study attempts to increase the accurate service selection using a feed-
forward  back-propagation  neural  network,  as  a  classifier  based  on  context 
information. It is incorporated to assist the selection of different types of particular 
mobile services.  It  uses some forms  of  classification on all the  available mobile 
services. The research suggested that selecting the best available service is not a 46 
 
simple  task.  They  identify  the  system  success  rate  (SR),  which  is  derived  from 
correctly classified services and to services, at  around 87%. However, this study 
focuses only on selecting the services without any recommendation or providing 
relevant services. 
 
2.4.4 Association Rules for Mobile Content Recommendation  
Association rules (AR) is one of the rule-based techniques that was proposed by 
Agrawal  et  al.  [101].  It  works  with  large  transactions  in  a  database  to  find  the 
interesting relationship between data, and constructs the rules. The model starts with 
a set of items and there are transactions in the database which contain sets of items. 
The association rules can measure the quality of the rules by two metrics, support 
and confidence. The important feature of the AR is completeness, which is searching 
all possible rules based on determined support and cofidence level while the other 
techniques  can  only  find  the  subsets  of  those  rules.  A  well-known  algorithm  is 
Apriori presented by Agrawal et al. in 1993 [101]. The data format is an item matrix 
that has binary value in each cell that means a purchase or no purchase. Apriori is a 
fast algorithm although there are lots of numbers of items in databases [102]. AR can 
be applied in several applications. For example, Kumar and Reddy [103] merge AR 
to help the classification problem by rule pruning to improve classification accuracy. 
The other example in the real world is e-commerce using associative classification 
techniques on websites  to  recommend products  such as  mobile phone  models  to 
users [83]. 
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There is also research related to personalisation and CF for recommendations that are 
item-based. Ye [104] proposed the concept to use association rules combined with a 
self-organising map. It attempts to address the problem of recommendation systems 
in  terms  of data sparsity  by  filling the vacant, where necessary,  using the rules. 
However, this study is not concerned with finding relevant items but is focused on 
finding target items to target users, and the results are not presented yet. The other 
example  is  Mobasher  et  al.  [105].  They  implemented  association  rules  for  a 
personalisation  system  to  provide  better  performance  of  the  CF  based  on  the 
clickstream  of  users  and  webpages.  The  research  focused  on  the  computational 
advantage over the k-nearest neighbour technique. But, they ignored the problem of 
the determining and clustering of the user groups.  In addition, even though users 
gain specific content matched to their needs, they may need other content related to 
those specific ones. Nevertheless, those researchers did not cover mobile content nor 
user related issues of finding associated items. 
 
The research by Sohn and Kim [92] implemented AR to find the additional mobile 
services.  They  extracted  knowledge  from  the  customers  to  understand  what 
additional services each cluster will adopt. The minimum support is set at 9% and 
confidence level is set at 80% to find the rules.  This research focused on forming the 
group  of  users  with  additional  services  but  not  finding  the  relevant  services  to 
present to a user. Association rule has been used in mobile applications to find the 
top  N items  as  well. For example,  Liu  and  Liou  [55] find recommendations  for 
mobile  users  by  multiple  channels  weighting.  Another  work  focused  on  the 
segmentation of users with the k-nearest neighbor method for CF. It implemented 48 
 
association rules to find the top N number of items based on customers’ content 
usage  behaviour  (recency,  frequency  and  monetary)  [33].  However,  when 
association rules alone are used in the recommendation systems for mobile content 
recommendation, it may require a significant amount of computation to find all the 
possible rules. Alternative approaches are therefore required to speed up this process. 
 
After that, adaptive association rules are applied for rule extraction. The solution for 
this  problem  can  be  used  for  partitioning  and  targeting.  Partitioning  can  help  to 
reduce the number of itemsets to be counted, rather than dealing with all the items in 
the  entire  database  [79].  The  Classification  Association  Rules  (CAR)  is  an 
alternative method for this approach. However, this technique can only be used for 
problems with the known-class database. So, the classification phase is necessary for 
this  method. The multi-level  association  rules  [79] technique is  another adaptive 
association rules technique which divides the problem into levels for extracting the 
rules. It is a hierarchical concept in which the higher levels of frequent itemsets have 
more  support  than  the  lower  levels.  The  minimum  support  in  the  same  level  is 
identical. The advantage of this method is no complete rule processing is required as 
the frequent itemsets in the higher levels helps filter the itemsets in the lower levels 
with less minimum support. This means the lower levels needs less support to run 
the algorithm for rule extraction and it will be run within the frequent itemsets of the 
higher  levels.  This  could  significantly  save  computational  time  in  extracting  the 
association rules.  
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To consider the usefulness of association rules towards content personalisation, there 
is a lot of content on the content provider’s server which is updated and added to 
frequently. In addition, these contents have not been downloaded due to newness and 
their rating not being high. However, a user may need them for up-to-date news, 
while they have little time to search the new content because of the limitation of the 
mobile  Internet  and  their  available  time.  As  a  result,  this  research  will  use  the 
association rules to address those problems by proposing relevant content to the user.  
 
2.5 User Profile on the Improved Mobile Content Recommendation Systems  
This section reviews how user profiles can be used to establish a model for mobile 
recommendation systems. It also presents how a user profile can improve mobile 
content recommendation.  
 
The concept of a user profile was introduced by Wagner et al. in 2002 [21]. The 
research  proposed  a  framework  for  advanced  personalisation  of  mobile  services 
using a profiling technique that utilises the semantic enrichment service. The main 
concept assumes that the user may belong to a specific group. Thus, a generalised 
usage pattern can be applied for that group. In addition, important standardisation 
efforts can facilitate online security for identity purposes. The profiling technique is 
device  dependence,  which  is  compatible  to  mobile  terminal  such  as  CC/PP  and 
UAProf  [106].  An  open  mobile  network  using  XML  interfaces  [106]  is  a 
representative tool for connecting with other systems to facilitate this as well.  
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Kobsa in 2001 [24] presented the development of the generic user modelling system. 
It described the characteristics of a generic user model which mainly consisted of 
generality including domain independence. In addition, the user profile should be 
universal. Although the generic profile is created for one application, it can normally 
be used generally for other applications as well. The research also suggested that the 
generic user model can be applied for mobile devices in the future. The construction 
of the user model was  later expanded to  mobile user behaviour modelling [107] 
which  was  based  on  a  task-oriented  model  using  ontology.  This  approach 
implemented a generality concept in task-oriented problems, such as buying a book 
and entering a park, and scalability towards several providers.  
 
As can be seen, if the user modelling can use the combination of relevant tasks and 
domains, it can provide better personalisation. User modelling can help to construct a 
user profile with demographic factors for determining a user’s characteristics. This 
can provide a group of a user and recommend an appropriate content match to a 
user’s needs. A user profile also helps content providers to serve various types of 
mobile content users’ needs according to their profiles and to enhance the mobile 
content recommendation system. The user profile can also address the problem of 
early stage in the recommendation system which is related to the lack of a user’s 
information.  In  this  case,  more  customised  content  and  services  can  then  be 
launched. However, those researchers [21, 24, 107]  mentioned above did not cover 
what kind of information in a user profile could be used to identify a user’s group 
and  a  user’s  preferences.  It  also  did  not  indicate  the  limitations  of  the 
recommendation system in terms of a first time user, first content rating or handling 51 
 
a revisiting user. However, there is research on the mobile user profile, which is the 
mobile profile based on distributed grouping (MoPiDiG) [28]. It is a location-based 
information system which was developed to define local grouping and distributed 
grouping by using user profiles. However, it focused on forming a group of users 
which have similar profiles in order to send a customised message. In addition, this 
research did not cover the finding of relevant content items for a first time user and a 
revisiting  user.  It  also  cannot  serve  the  first  time  user  or  content  without  rating 
information properly.  
 
As  explained  above,  other  parties  can  use  this  useful  information  to  process 
appropriate recommendation content to a user. A greater sharing of information will 
lead to better levels of personalised recommendation from other parties. Therefore, 
to enhance the mobile content recommendation system, a user profile should be used 
as it allows sharing of information to produce more accurate recommendations to the 
users.  
 
2.6 Dynamic Time Context Information for Mobile Content Filtering 
This section describes how dynamic time can be used to improve the mobile content 
recommendation system. It can be observed that using only the user profile might be 
insufficient  to  predict  the  user’s  navigation  patterns  and  mobile  content  usage. 
Having considered that mobile devices are  used in a predictable manner and the 
user’s travel patterns are normally consistent, the conditions of the information usage 
can  be  changed  to  adapt  to  the  needs  of  the  users.  This  is  important  because 
information usage is based on the surrounding environment and the context, and the 52 
 
important  source  of  information  required  to  determine  these  is  also  constantly 
changing. Incorporating context information in a mobile content recommendation 
system enhances the system’s performance in terms of higher precision and accuracy 
of content prediction. 
 
2.6.1 User Navigation for Mobile Content Filtering 
The World Wide Web on the mobile Internet is normally displayed as a menu list or 
options. A user has to click or choose the desired option to go to the next menu or 
page. Those sets of options or menus are called user navigation. The research on 
predictive  web  navigation  should  be  linked  directly  to  the  mobile  devices,  as 
different devices have different hardware and usability characteristics. For example, 
Buchanan et al. [108] proposed three different styles of display for news headlines, 
relating to the mobile’s usability. As can be observed from the content presentation 
or content summarisation on the mobile Internet, the content personalisation might 
be focused on predicting user navigation. The aim of this research area is trying to 
reduce the click distance from the mobile Internet usage session between the first 
option menu displayed and the desired option menu. This also addresses the problem 
of content filtering. It tries to display relevant information topics which are needed 
by a user quickly [3, 47, 82, 109, 110].   
 
Therefore,  the  beginning  of  mobile  content  prediction  has  been  done  on  user 
navigation prediction. However, the structure of navigation might be complicated 
and  it  cannot  predict  the  dynamic  webpage  in  which  data  and  information  are 
retrieved from the database. The URL of the link is dynamic and sometimes it cannot 53 
 
be  kept  as  a  link  in  the  web  browser  history.  Hence,  user  navigation  prediction 
should be focused on the most content that user want regarding to user’s ambience 
information. Moreover, beyond this point, the recommendation system has played a 
vital role in predicting the desired content for a user, and it also suggests the relevant 
items that a user might need at that time. The example of context information about 
time that is added in user navigation prediction can be seen from Halvey et al. [111]. 
In addition, some work of the navigation prediction concentrated on the computation 
to obtain a possible user click menu. Some favourable models which are applied to 
solve the problem are the Markov model, the Bayesian network and Naïve Bayes 
[47, 59, 112-115]. Probabilities with hit table which included the user navigation 
information from the server log are also presented in ClixSmart as a user navigation 
method [82]. However, these researchers mentioned above did not cover the early 
stage problem of the mobile recommendation system and they did not integrate a 
user  profile  approach  for  collecting  user’s  information  to  enhance  the 
recommendation system. 
 
In some of the work mentioned above, it was suggested that an individual model was 
not sufficient to predict user navigation. Therefore, a hybrid model or a combination 
with other information could enhance the performance [47, 112, 114, 116]. Research 
by Dong-Ho Kim et al. [59] also suggested that hybrid models are better.  Some 
research focused on rearranging the page results or menu in order to provide a user 
with  an  alternative  menu  on  the  mobile  device  screen  [109,  117].  However,  the 
research  on  prediction  user  navigation  did  not  take  the  prediction  of  relevant 
information  and  the  user’s  information  in  a  user  profile  into  consideration. 54 
 
Characteristics such as time context information for predicting the information to be 
delivered according to a user’s situation are also not used. Moreover, most of them 
use Naïve Bayes as the classification method. This is mainly because the knowledge 
of the classes is available despite the unknown class’ data needing other techniques 
to complement this issue. This is, thus, one of the main focuses to be considered.  
 
Generally,  context  information  can  be  separated  into  low-level  and  high-level 
context information. It depends on how difficult it is to determine this information. 
For  example,  a  user’s  absolute  location  using  GPS  can  be  defined  as  high-level 
context information. A user’s current time which may be defined by a server can be 
described  as  low-level  context  information.  However,  if  the  system  needs  more 
specific  time  matching  with  a  user’s  activity,  it  would  be  more  complicated. 
Therefore, it might be between low- and high-level context information for this case. 
Although the research of McMullan and Richardson [118] mentioned mobile phone 
usability in various aspects of its usage by assembling added hardware such as a 
touch screen or GPS, most people are concerned about their privacy. They do not 
want to be located by the GPS [119]. Therefore, the low-level context information 
such as time could be an appropriate factor to be integrated into the recommendation 
system. This should enhance the mobile recommendation system. 
 
2.6.2 Time Information for Mobile Content Recommendation 
One of the important pieces of information which is related to content presentation is 
time. This can help a user to reduce the clicks on their mobile device or filter content 
based on time. It can help a user reach the desired content quickly, which in term can 55 
 
enhance the recommendation system. Time context information can be classified by 
weekday or weekend with the information of the time-of-day. For example, context 
was described as a description of a situation similar to case-based reasoning when 
used in a mobile [48, 120]. The research suggested that system adaption is required 
for the change in the environment. Contextual information played an important role 
towards information retrieval in successive searches. From Wang and Shao [121], it 
can be seen that using time-framed information can improve the performance in the 
prediction of the future browsing patterns. This research used time-framed separation 
of week and semester information by using association rules. They also suggested 
that a user would prefer different kinds of information during different times of the 
day. In this thesis, models that deal with these suggestions will be addressed. 
 
However, these researchers did not cover finding relevant items according to time, 
the first content rating and un-rated content. User information and user profile were 
not  used  as  well.  In  addition,  determining  groups  of  users  based  on  a  user’s 
preferences  and content usage can be also  investigated. Therefore, the integrated 
approach to enhance the mobile recommendation system is needed.  
 
2.7 Summary 
Mobile content filtering for a recommendation system can be classified as a non-
interactive and an interactive system. A non-interactive system focuses on a new 
user coming to the system at an early stage. The user needs to have recommended 
content items matched to his or her user profile and demographic factors. A model-
based recommendation system and collaborative filtering approach were discussed. 56 
 
They are the common methods that have been used in the mobile recommendation 
system. The disadvantages of each approach, mainly cold start and sparsity, were 
described. This leads to the motivation of this thesis to address the limitations by 
establishing an integrated mobile content recommendation system. Existing mobile 
content recommendation did not cover determining the mobile content user group or 
finding  relevant  content  items.  Common  techniques,  specifically  clustering, 
classification and association rules in data mining, for establishing the integrated 
model were discussed.  It also aims to solve the current limitation of the existing 
system, which is the problem of the first time user and first content rating.  
 
After  that,  an  interactive  recommendation  system  focuses  on  a  user’s  sharing 
information, the user profile and a revisiting user who has been repeatedly using the 
recommendation system. This system encounters the problems of slow growth in 
new  content  areas  and  requires  longer  time  to  provide  an  appropriate 
recommendation match to users’ needs. This also includes finding relevant content 
items. Hence, the method to handle this revisiting user is a concern. Content-based 
filtering  and  the  user  profile  for  mobile  content  recommendation  systems  were 
discussed. The integrated approach to  handle  a revisiting user  and  content-based 
filtering were investigated.  
 
In addition,  the personalisation concept  has been incorporated in  order to  obtain 
personalised content to users. Mobile content filtering using time information is also 
implemented to find the appropriate content regarding time. This is to enhance a 
mobile recommendation system. 57 
 
CHAPTER 3 
ESTABLISHING AN INTEGRATED MOBILE CONTENT 
RECOMMENDATION MODEL 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter proposes an integrated mobile content recommendation model using a 
user’s  group  identification,  and  associative  techniques,  to  address  the  current 
limitations of mobile content recommendation systems. The proposed  model will 
address the problem of a first time user and first content rating in the early stages of 
the system. The system will also predict relevant items for mobile content users to 
enhance  the  system’s  performance  in  terms  of  content  prediction.  In  this  model, 
techniques will be proposed to enhance the extraction of knowledge from a mobile 
user  profile  and  content  profile  for  building  the  mobile  content  recommendation 
system.  In  order  to  solve  the  early  stage  problem  of  the  mobile  content 
recommendation system, clustering techniques will first be used to group the mobile 
content user for a user-based system. Following that, mobile content prediction will 
use classification techniques to predict the target items for an item-based concept. 
After that, association rules are implemented to find relevant items, which could be 
new or un-rated.  
 
3.1.1 The Mobile Content Recommendation Model 
The work flow of the integrated mobile content recommendation model is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The first function begins with user group identification. It processes the 
user’s information in order to identify the mobile content group the user belongs to. 58 
 
Next, mobile content filtering will be performed. The top ranking content will be 
predicted based on the user’s group information. After that, the association rules that 
relate to the predicted items from the previous stage and the user’s group will be 
generated. Then, the recommendation generator will collect predicted items from the 
mobile content filtering component including relevant items based on the generated 
rules. The final recommendation is generated and sent to the user. 
Recommendation Generator
User’s
Information
User Profile
User’s group identified
Mobile Content Filtering
Top items filtering
Rules Generator for finding 
relevant items
Model building
 
Figure 3.1. Diagram of building integrated mobile content recommendation model. 
 
3.1.2 K-means and Determining the Number of Clusters 
The k-means clustering technique is a popular technique used in mobile user group 
identification. This section will examine some background of the k-means clustering 
technique. The k-means technique has been introduced by Tou and Gonzalez in 1974 
[96]. It uses a partitioning technique to cluster the data and it is a flat clustering 59 
 
method. K-means can handle large amounts of data and cluster faster than many 
other  techniques,  like  hierarchical  clustering  [71,  72].  Although  there  are  many 
usages with k-means in areas such as image processing or information retrieval [72, 
122, 123], simply due to its implementation and speed specifying the number of 
optimal cluster seems to be a challenge. Much research addressing this challenge has 
been done.  
 
Tibshirani et al. [93] presented the ‘gap statistic’ to determine the number of optimal 
clusters which can be implemented on any clustering technique, such as k-means or 
hierarchical clustering. This research focused on well-separated clusters and uniform 
distribution datasets. It calculated within-cluster sum of squares around the cluster 
means.  In  2009,  Muhr  and  Granitzer  [94]  proposed  automatic  cluster  number 
selection  by  applying  x-means  with  the  split  and  merge  cluster  method.  They 
measured cluster validity with BIC and F-Score. The results showed that it can select 
cluster numbers with acceptable runtime even for online update data on information 
retrieval (IR) datasets. This technique is appropriate with known class or labelled 
data. Another cluster number determination method is the ‘L method’ [95] which is 
based on the ‘knee’ or point of the maximum curvature. However, this method did 
not  work  well  with  global  evaluation  metrics  and  it  is  unable  to  work  with 
applications where less numbers of clusters are found. 
 
Cluster  evaluation.  Ray  and  Turi  [123]  proposed  a  method  to  evaluate  the 
clustering technique using k-means. It is a validity ratio which is defined as:  
Inter
Intra
validity  . 60 
 
Intra refers to intra-cluster distance between a point and it cluster centre. Inter is the 
distance  between  clusters.  The  validity  is  computed  to  evaluate  a  quality  of 
clustering in terms of well-separated cluster. The concept of this measurement is 
minimising the sum of squared distance for intra-cluster and maximising inter-cluster 
value. If the validity value is small, it can be inferred that the cluster is compact 
compared with other k-values. This evaluation metric has also been used by Hussein 
[124]  in  the  mobile  recommendation  system  focused  on  system  architecture.  In 
addition, Hussein also uses k-means for clustering.  
 
Therefore,  to  consider  the  quality  of  the  cluster  with  an  unlabelled  cluster,  the 
fundamental of clustering related to distance of cluster should be maintained. Firstly, 
the data in the cluster should have less distance from the centre of the cluster for 
minimising intra-cluster value.  It  can be implied that the data distribution  in  the 
cluster is good. Secondly, the distance between clusters should be maximised. The 
higher  distance  between  clusters  represents  that  it  is  good  clustering.  This  basic 
concept  can be used as the fundamental  to  measure the quality of unlabelled or 
unclassified cluster.  
 
3.1.3 Labelled Data for Clustering Problem 
F-Score has been used Muhr and Granitzer's research [94] to measure the quality of 
cluster. However, to measure the quality of clustering, one should know the class 
label of the cluster; otherwise, it may not show the quality of cluster properly. This 
problem is similar to Random Indexing (RI) which requires some testing data such 
as true positive (TP) or true negative (TN) to calculate the measurement. Although, 61 
 
there is research using fuzzy C-means clustering which proposed ‘induced entropy’ 
to evaluate the cluster, it also needs testing data for known classes such as visited 
and recommended web pages in order to compute relevance, completion and bad 
recommendations for presenting cluster quality [125]. The authors suggested that the 
focus should be on the quality of clusters produced rather than the computational 
complexity of the clustering algorithm. 
 
As described above, the first stage for establishing the model of a recommendation 
system for a mobile content user is a user group’s identification. This is to address 
the current limitations of the system which are known as the first time user and first 
content rating. It can be observed that most of the researchers have focused on the 
clustering  in  terms  of  mobile  Internet  user  behaviour,  such  as  adoption  and 
experience of the mobile Internet. In this research, the clustering to be incorporated 
in the model to address the problem in the first stage of the recommendation system 
is extended.   
 
However, there is another problem that challenges the clustering for mobile content 
user identification for the recommendation system. It is to determine the optimal 
number  of  clusters.  In  clustering  mobile  Internet  user  behaviour,  there  was  also 
research on the number of clusters, but this research worked well with known class 
data. They are not suitable for unknown class data. Therefore, the method to identify 
the number of clusters for unknown class data for a mobile content user group is 
needed. In this research, Zoning-Centroid is proposed to find the optimal cluster 62 
 
numbers for mobile content clusters in the recommendation system. This will be 
discussed further in Section 3.2. 
 
3.1.4 Content Prediction for Mobile Content Filtering in the Recommendation 
System 
Classification  techniques  have  also  been  incorporated  into  the  available  mobile 
services. Mahmoud et al. [6] have suggested that selecting the best available service 
is not a simple task. For example, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with a feed-
forward back-propagation neural network was incorporated to assist the selection of 
different types of particular mobile services [6]. Other research by Cufoglu et al. [99] 
had proposed which classifier is the most appropriate for classifying user profiles in 
the  same  way  as  Nurmi  et  al.  [98].  Their  work  also  presented  the  analysis  of 
personalisation techniques for contextual data.  However, these proposals have not 
taken care of the problem in the early stage of the mobile content recommendation 
system  for  first-time  users  and  un-rated  or  new  items.  It  mainly  focused  on  the 
prediction and the accuracy for the identified or known classes. Furthermore, they 
were not used to handle the relevant items, which not only are new but could also be 
rated lower for content recommendation. Some classification techniques are suitable 
for  specific  kinds  of  user  data  [99]  and  when  they  are  combined  with  other 
techniques, some missing information may not be used to continue with the next 
phase of the recommendation system in finding the recommended or relevant items 
[100]. Hence, a more appropriate classification method needs to be established. 
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Association  rules  (AR)  have been used in  mobile applications  to  find the top  N 
items, as well. For example, Liu et al. [55] used association rules to find multiple 
channel recommendations for mobile users using channel weighting. Another work 
focused  on  the  segmentation  of  users  with  the  k-nearest  neighbor  method  for 
collaborative  filtering  [33].  Using  association  rules  alone  in  the  recommendation 
system  for  mobile  content  recommendation  may  require  a  significant  amount  of 
computation to find all the possible rules. Thus, alternative approaches are required 
to speed up this process. 
 
As described above, one of the aims of this research is to develop a model such that 
it can address the current limitations of mobile content filtering for the first time user 
by incorporating classification techniques. This can help to predict top content items 
based on user group characteristics. After that, the problem of first content rating and 
finding  relevant  items  can  also  be  addressed  by  AR.  It  can  enhance  the  mobile 
content  filtering  performance  by  recommending  more  relevant  items  to  mobile 
content users. This will be discussed further in Section 3.3. 
 
3.2  Extracting  Mobile  Content  User  Based  on  User  Profile  Using  Cluster 
Analysis 
This  section  presents  the  mobile  content  user  group  identification  with  proposed 
Zoning-Centroid clustering. 64 
 
3.2.1  The  Proposed  Zoning-Centroid  Clustering  for  User  Profiling  on 
Determining Cluster Number 
An evaluation method called Zoning-Centroid is proposed for the purpose of finding 
a clustering number for a mobile content cluster for a recommendation system. The 
distance from the centre of each cluster should be used to determine the cluster’s 
members in each cluster, and to ensure that they are appropriately distributed. This 
method will help to select the appropriate number of clusters to establish a mobile 
content recommendation model with reduced calculation for the number of data. 
 
Zoning-Centroid will use the distance between the centre of the cluster and data to 
calculate the zone that this data is sought in. It measures the distance from the centre 
of this data. The zone will be divided into five zones. Each zone is computed from 
Zone-Distance which is derived from the difference between the maximum distance 
in the cluster and the minimum distance in the cluster: 
ZoneDistance(n,i,k) = (MaxDistance(n,i,k) – MinDistance(n,i,k)) / 2
n    
where n=zone number of cluster i and k = k-values; 1 ≤ n ≤5; 1 ≤ i ≤5; 4 ≤ k ≤ 8.  
Then, the Zone-Limit will be calculated from Zone-Distance as follows. 
 
ZoneLimit(n,i,k) = ZoneLimit(n-1,i,k) + ZoneDistance(n,i,k)   
where n = zone number of cluster i and k = k-values; MinDistance = n-1 for n=1 
where n=1 is referred to Zone 1 which is started from the centre of the cluster . 
 
After that, the distance of each data will be assigned to each zone according to its 
limits.  For  example,  if  Cluster  1  and  Zone  1’s  limit  is  0.924737,  the  data  with 
distance below this limit will be in Zone 1. In contrast, if the distance of the data is 65 
 
over that limit, the data will be assigned to the subsequent zone. Figure 3.2 shows the 
concept of zoning.  
 
The amount of cases that fall in each zone can be measured. The count of the number 
and percentage in each zone is used to determine the data distribution based on the 
concept of Zoning-Centroid. This evaluation method will be applied for k-means 
between k=4 and k=8 for mobile content usage. 
Centre
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
 
Figure 3.2. The Zoning-Centroid diagram shows the data coverage for each zone. 
 
The Zoning-Centroid separates each zone using exponential distance from the centre 
of each cluster. The main concept is based on proximity between data and the centre. 
The first zone normally consumes 50% of the distance from the minimum to half of 
the  maximum  distance  after  which  the  second  zone  expands  from  first  zone’s 
boundary  until  half  of  the  remaining  data,  another  50%  of  the  overall  data,  are 
covered. This second zone consumes 25% of the overall data. Therefore, the first two 
zones cover 75% of the data. The objective of defining typical values is to determine 
the data boundary when data is irregularly distributed, specifically, as the distance 
between data increases when data is far from its centre. It is similar for the clustered 
data distribution. This is because a good quality cluster should contain data close to 
its centre as much as possible. Therefore, the first zone covers an area larger than the 66 
 
next zone. In contrast, if the zone division implements linear zoning, the distance in 
each zone would be separated from each other equally. As a result, the data will be 
difficult to separate as most data will appear to be near to its centre.  
 
3.2.2 Experiment Results for Identifying Mobile Content User 
The data source used for the experiment was obtained from the published research 
on the mobile Internet content users in Bangkok [126]. This set of data consists of 
the users’ content preference, such as multimedia, and news or information services 
on  the  mobile  Internet.  Three  hundred  randomly  selected  records  were  used  as 
training data for clustering. There are several factors and attributes in the dataset. In 
this research, the key demographic factors of gender, age, income and occupation 
have been selected to find potential groups or clusters. These attributes were chosen 
in acquiring the requisite data from the mobile Internet users, as well as for the ease 
of classification for further analysis. 
 
The cluster analysis is performed using the k-means cluster technique. The k-means 
clustering technique was selected as it provides a simple algorithm that can be used 
to determine cluster sizes. And as has been reviewed earlier, it is a more popular 
clustering  technique  used  so  far  in  mobile  applications.  This  allows  the 
implementation of a clustering model at the server of the content provider in order to 
know the customers’ characteristics and provide appropriate content to each cluster 
based on the cluster characteristics.  67 
 
The aim of the experiment is to analyse the group based on demographic factors. The 
analysis should generate the appropriate number of clusters for mobile content users, 
leading  to  the  identification  of  contents  which  these  clusters  of  users  will  be 
accessing. The experiments are conducted with k-means where k=4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
consecutively. 
 
3.2.2.1   Number of Clusters Using Zoning-Centroid 
As can be seen from Table 3.1, with the number of cases in Zoning-Centroid for 
each cluster (CZCC), and as expected, the percentage of cases that fell in Zone 1 was 
the highest percentage in each k-value. The cumulative percentage of cases between 
Zone 4 and Zone 5 was around 5-8%. Referring to Table 3.1, these numbers were 
calculated by the sum of CZCC-Zone 4 and CZCC-Zone 5 values from k=4 to k=8. 
It can be implied that 92-95% of data approximately had not fallen over to Zone 3 
for  every  k-value.  In  addition,  it  showed  the  highest  percentage  was  in  Zone  1 
followed by Zone 2 and Zone 3, which meant the data for k=5 was disseminated 
appropriately, especially in the first two zones. The percentages and trends of each k-
value  and  CZCC  in  each  zone  were  shown  in  Figure  3.3  and  the  cumulative 
percentage of CZCC was shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
To  consider  the  cumulative  percentages  of  dissemination  of  data  compared  to 
percentile of distance from the centre of the cluster to its limit, the data from Zone 1 
to Zone 4 are summed together, which are 93.75% of the percentile of distance as a 
typical value. This shows that the actual data distribution from k=4 to k=8 is at 
around 94-96% in the cumulative effect of the four zones. The highest was at k=4 68 
 
and it had decreased slightly when k-values increased. However, the percentage rose 
again when k=8. When compared with cumulative percentages of the three zones, 
the result still presents trends similar to four zones. These results were shown in 
Table 3.2.  
 
K=5 showed the cumulative percentage from Zone 1 to Zone 2 at approximately 
94%  which  was  significantly  higher  than  the  other  k-values.  The  percentage 
comparison can be seen from  Table 3.2. According to CZCC, it seems that k=5 
showed the most significant result compared to other k-values based on Zoning-
Centroid  consideration  with  less  cumulative  zones  (two  zones).  This  can  be 
implemented to choose the appropriate number of clusters for mobile content usage. 
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Table 3.1 
Number of Cases in Zoning-Centroid in Each Cluster 
Cluster  # Cases Zoning-Centroid  k=4  k=5  k=6  k=7  k=8 
1  Zone 1 limit  58  22  66  25  9 
  Zone 2 limit  21  21  0  2  4 
  Zone 3 limit  3  0  2  0  0 
  Zone 4 limit  0  1  0  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit  2  1  4  3  1 
2  Zone 1 limit  44  29  20  20  20 
  Zone 2 limit  9  10  4  4  0 
  Zone 3 limit  2  1  2  2  1 
  Zone 4 limit  1  1  1  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit  5  3  1  1  1 
3  Zone 1 limit  57  66  33  67  43 
  Zone 2 limit  20  0  2  22  25 
  Zone 3 limit  4  0  0  0  7 
  Zone 4 limit  2  0  0  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit  3  3  1  11  4 
4  Zone 1 limit  61  47  47  12  12 
  Zone 2 limit  7  16  16  3  3 
  Zone 3 limit  0  0  0  3  3 
  Zone 4 limit  0  0  0  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit  1  6  6  1  1 
5  Zone 1 limit    68  43  63  63 
  Zone 2 limit    4  0  6  6 
  Zone 3 limit    0  1  0  0 
  Zone 4 limit    0  7  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit     1  3  1  1 
6  Zone 1 limit      38  11  22 
  Zone 2 limit      1  3  9 
  Zone 3 limit      0  0  2 
  Zone 4 limit      1  0  0 
   Zone 5 limit        1  1  1 
7  Zone 1 limit        27  19 
  Zone 2 limit        9  13 
  Zone 3 limit        2  0 
  Zone 4 limit        0  1 
   Zone 5 limit           1  2 
8  Zone 1 limit          24 
  Zone 2 limit          1 
  Zone 3 limit          1 
  Zone 4 limit          0 
   Zone 5 limit              1 
  Total  300  300  300  300  300 
  CZCC - Zone 1  73.33%  77.33%  82.33%  75.00%  70.67% 
  CZCC - Zone 2  19.00%  17.00%  7.67%  16.33%  20.33% 
  CZCC - Zone 3  3.00%  0.33%  1.67%  2.33%  4.67% 
  CZCC - Zone 4  1.00%  0.67%  3.00%  0.00%  0.33% 
  CZCC - Zone 5  3.67%  4.67%  5.33%  6.33%  4.00% 
   Total  100.00%  100.00%  100.00%  100.00%  100.00% 
 
Table 3.2 
The Percentage Sum of Data Dissemination in Various Zones 
Zone  K 
4  5  6  7  8 
Sum 4 Zones (93.75%)  96.3333%  95.3333%  94.6667%  93.6667%  96.0000% 
Sum 3 Zones (87.5%)  95.3333%  94.6667%  91.6667%  93.6667%  95.6667% 
Sum 2 Zones (75%)  92.3333%  94.3333%  90.0000%  91.3333%  91.0000% 
* In bracket means the percentile of distance from centre to its limit and it is cumulative of typical value 
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Figure 3.3. Percentage of cases of Zoning-Centroid in each zone in each cluster. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Cumulative percentage of cases of Zoning-Centroid in each zone in each 
cluster. 
 
3.2.2.2 Cluster Evaluation for Mobile Content Filtering 
To evaluate the quality of clustering, a method to measure the number of clusters is 
used and the results are shown in Table 3.3. Two-Step clustering techniques are used 
to compare the results of the number of clusters. The Two-Step clustering algorithm 71 
 
is appropriate for clustering large data and needs rapid procedure to form clusters. 
The algorithm is also suitable for categorical and continuous data [127]. This method 
was used in Okazaki’s research for determining the number of clusters and mobile 
internet adopter cluster solutions [89]. However, the Two-Step algorithm with BIC 
(Bayesian  Information  Criterion)  and  ratio  of  distance  measure  showed  that  the 
number of auto-clustering for this mobile content usage dataset is just two clusters 
for the same dataset mentioned at the beginning in Section 3.2.2 [126]. As a result, 
the  BIC  measurement  will  be  ignored  because  the  results  for  the  clustering  are 
unable  to  be  implemented  in  the  further  stage,  such  as  a  customer’s  pattern  of 
content usage. It is too small a number of clusters for providing different content of a 
mobile content user group. The proposed method can show most numbers of clusters 
compared reasonably to auto-clustering with Two-Step. 
 
Table 3.3 
Two-Step Auto-Clustering 
Number of Clusters  Schwarz's Bayesian 
Criterion (BIC) 
BIC Change  Ratio of BIC 
Changes 
Ratio of Distance 
Measures 
1  3159.024       
2  2685.935  -473.089  1.000  2.309 
3  2526.266  -159.669  0.338  1.099 
4  2388.193  -138.073  0.292  1.560 
5  2328.365  -59.828  0.126  1.004 
6  2269.064  -59.302  0.125  1.291 
7  2241.147  -27.917  0.059  1.117 
8  2224.555  -16.592  0.035  1.094 
 
The quality of clusters was then measured. As in this case, unlabelled data with the 
fundamental concept of clustering to measure the quality was used. It is the validity 
metric from Ray and Turi [123]. The concept is based on the measurement of the 
minimum distance within clusters and the maximum distance between clusters. The 
results were presented in Table 3.4 as follows: 72 
 
Table 3.4 
The Validity of Clustering 
k  Intra  Inter  Validity 
4  499.4445  3.8780  128.7895 
5  430.2511  3.9670  108.4574 
6  372.2088  3.2829  113.3793 
7  360.6455  2.7056  133.2981 
8  298.2944  2.3483  127.0281 
 
According to the validity metric, the intra-cluster value was calculated from the sum 
squared of the distance in the cluster while the inter-cluster value was selected from 
the minimum value of distances between cluster centres, what was desired to be 
maximised. The validity could imply that if the value was small, it meant the cluster 
quality was good. From the results, it implied that for this mobile content clustering 
problem, the appropriate number of clusters should be five because its validity was 
the smallest compared to other k-values’ clustering. 
 
To consider the concept of Zoning-Centroid, it can be seen from Table 3.5 that this 
method could reduce the number of data or cases to be calculated for finding the 
number of clusters, and at the same time ensuring the quality of cluster by at least 
5.6667%. It also decreased the percentile of distance to be considered to 75% from 
the cluster’s centre. 
 
Table 3.5  
The Comparison of Validity and Zoning-Centroid using Cluster k=5. 
  Normal Validity  Zoning-Centroid  % of calculation reduced 
Number of cases  300  283  5.6667% 
Percentile of distance  100%  75%  25% 73 
 
3.2.2.3 Analysis of Cluster with k-values 
The characteristics of each cluster based on demographic factors and content usage 
were analysed and the detail was shown in Table 3.6. This was concluded by using 
different k-values as follows;   
k=4.  The  results  showed  that  gender  and  age  do  not  have  any  effect  on 
clustering except on Cluster 4. It showed that the unique characteristics are teenager, 
low income and studying. For income and occupation, they were different in the 
three clusters. Therefore, they were unable to be determined precisely. 
k=5. At this k-value, demographic factors and income started to show some 
significance and separated more precisely. In addition, age had a clearer influence on 
the cluster than the previous k-value. Teenager was still the dominating attribute in 
clustering while there was no effect to clustering with gender.   
k=6. The cluster of teenager was maintained and gender still had no effect 
towards clustering. Age and occupation seem to be clearer. There were different ages 
in each cluster, such as above 18 years old, above 36 years old or between 19-35 
years  old.  In  addition,  income  had  begun  to  be  separated  into  less  than  average 
income and above average income. 
k=7. There was one cluster where a proportion equal to 5% appeared, that is, 
in Cluster 6 and age began to influence the clustering. Income is then clustered more 
precisely  in  Clusters  1  and  2  with  lower  income  and  higher  income  groups. 
Occupation showed the groups which have free time and are employed with a low 
income in Clusters 3 and 4.  Similarly with the other k-values, the teenager cluster 
was separated clearly compared to other clusters. 74 
 
k=8. The k-value was stopped at this point by setting up a cut-off point when 
the small cluster has a proportion less than 5%. The teenager group together with the 
gender group had an effect in Clusters 1 and 8 by providing a division between the 
male and the female with different combinations of ages. Furthermore, occupation 
also determined the group characteristic by presenting as employed or having more 
free time. In Clusters 3, 4 and 7, where there were ages between 19-35 years old, it 
showed a difference by occupation and income between the clusters. 
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Table 3.6 
Cluster Characteristic Compared to Various k-values 
Cluster  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 
k=4                 
Gender  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F         
Age  >18  >18  >18  <25         
Occupation  1,2,3  2,3,4,5,6  4,5,6  1         
Income  < 20K  >15K  <30K  <10K         
Cluster 
Labelling 
Employed
, less 
income 
Mature, 
more 
income 
Free time, 
more 
income 
Teenager         
k=5                 
Gender  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F       
Age  19-45  >36  19-45  <25  19-45       
Occupation  2,3,4  3,4,5,6  2,3  1  4,5,6       
Income  >15K  >10K  <15K  <10K  <15K       
Cluster 
Labelling 
Employed
, mature, 
income 
Free time, 
mature 
Employed
, less 
income 
Teenager  Free time, 
mature,  
less 
income 
     
k=6                  
Gender  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F     
Age  >18  >36  19-45  <25  19-35  >36     
Occupation  1,2,3  2,3,4,5  2,3,4  1  4,5,6  3,4,5,6     
Income  <20K  >15K  >15K  <10K  <15K  <30K     
Cluster 
Labelling 
Employed
, less 
income 
Mature, 
more 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
more 
income 
Teenager  Free time, 
mature,  
less 
income 
Free time, 
mature, 
more 
money 
   
k=7                 
Gender  M  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M  M,F   
Age  >36  >36  19-45  19-35  <25  >36  19-45   
Occupation  2,3,4,5  2,3,4  2,3,4  5,6  1  4,5,6  2,3,4   
Income  <15K  >15K  <15K  <15K  <10K  10K-30K  >15K   
Cluster 
Labelling 
Mature, 
less 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
less 
income 
Free time, 
mature, 
less 
income 
Teenager  Male, 
free time, 
more 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
income 
 
k=8                 
Gender  M  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  M,F  F 
Age  >36  >36  19-35  19-35  <25  >26  19-35  >46 
Occupation  4,5,6  3,4  3,4  5,6  1  2  2,3,4  4,5 
Income  10K-30K  >20K  <15K  <15K  <10K  10K-30K  >15K  <15K 
Cluster 
Labelling 
Male, 
free time, 
more 
income 
Mature, 
high 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
less 
income 
Free time, 
mature, 
less 
income 
Teenager  Business 
owner, 
mature, 
more 
income 
Employed
, mature, 
more 
income 
Female, 
aging, free 
time 
* Occupations are student, business owner, employee, government officer, retired and other. 
** Income is in Thai Baht. 
 
3.2.3  A  Verification  of  the  Established  Model  for  a  Mobile  Content 
Recommendation System on Clustering Analysis 
To verify the method of Zoning-Centroid in identifying the numbers of clusters for 
selecting the best user clusters, experiments were conducted for another two datasets. 
Dataset B and Dataset C have been created by randomly selecting 400 records from 76 
 
the primary data to obtain each dataset. After that, each dataset was also randomised 
again in order to separate the dataset into training data and testing data with the same 
proportion as a first dataset (Dataset A), which is 300 and 100 records respectively.  
 
When the two datasets were obtained, data distribution has been analysed as well. It 
appeared that data distribution of the three datasets had the same distributions in 
each variable which would be used for cluster analysis, specifically, gender, age, 
occupation and income. After distribution and variables proportion were analysed 
such that each dataset had a similar distribution, the process of cluster analysis has 
been performed until the validity of clusters were obtained.  
 
The results as shown in Table 3.7 showed that Dataset A and Dataset C presented 
similar results, with the best valid number of clusters being five, while Dataset B 
showed the number of clusters at eight based on the smallest validity compared to 
other k values.  
 
Table 3.7  
The Comparison of Validity of Three Datasets 
k  Dataset A  Dataset B  Dataset C 
   Validity  Validity  Validity 
4  128.7895  103.5026  123.0579 
5  108.4574  102.1014  112.9808 
6  113.3793  124.2385  121.3621 
7  133.2981  95.3933  126.4155 
8  127.0281  94.3327  141.5085 
 
When the clustering has been done, there could be other problems. Outliers is one of 
the problems [79]. The outliers can be described as errors of data, and sometimes are 
considered  as  correct  data  but  which  present  much  different  features  from  the 77 
 
majority  of  the  data.  Therefore,  when  clustering  is  performed,  removing  outliers 
ensures that clustering can perform better. 
 
For Dataset B, because the number of clusters is different from the other datasets, the 
number of members in each cluster has been analysed. It can be seen that there are 
small clusters happened after the clustering process from k=6 until k=8.  
 
Table 3.8  
The Number of Members in Each Cluster in Each k-value for Dataset B 
Cluster  k=4  k=5  k=6  k=7  k=8 
1  74  73  74  73  27 
2  54  52  66  4  35 
3  107  52  81  87  22 
4  65  79  32  27  31 
5    44  43  35  3 
6      4  48  73 
7        26  27 
8          82 
Total  300  300  300  300  300 
 
In  this  experiment,  the  outliers  were  described  as  a  small  cluster  that  had  been 
clustered from the clustering algorithm and which affected the number of clusters for 
this method. The small cluster was determined at 5% of the total number of data. It 
was  based on the statistic of normal  distribution of the value for  the  number of 
members in each cluster. If the number of members in that cluster is less than 5% of 
the total record, it would be counted as a small cluster or could be classified as an 
outliers cluster. 
 
Finally,  the  small  cluster  would  be  removed  or  merged  with  a  larger  cluster. 
According  to  Dataset  B,  although  the  result  from  the  first  pass  of  the  cluster 
determination showed that it is eight, but in k=8 there is a small cluster appeared in 78 
 
Cluster 5. In the next smaller validity step, with k=7, there was still a small cluster 
that appeared in Cluster 2. By repeating the process, it was found that a reasonable 
validity was at k=5 as there was no small clusters or outliers cluster. As a result, the 
best number of clusters for Dataset B should be five. 
 
3.2.4 Discussions on Determining Mobile Content User Clusters for Establishing 
an Integrated Mobile Content Recommendation Model 
The  experiment  described  in  the  previous  session  not  only  recommended  the 
optimum  number  of  clusters  for  mobile  Internet  content  user  groups  but  also 
provides  the  techniques  to  cluster  through  the  use  of  k-means  and  subsequent 
evaluation with Zoning-Centroid. The clustering generated is based on demographic 
factors  with  the  data  provided  by  the  users  allowing  the  cluster  analysis  to  be 
processed easily. The Zoning-Centroid can assist in determining the appropriate k-
values  for  the  number  of  clusters,  allowing  the  content  providers  to  focus  on 
individual clusters and deliver the right content to the right group at the right time. 
This  can  help  the  first  stage  of  establishing  an  integrated  mobile  content 
recommendation model. 
 
The  results  of  this  section  potentially  increase  the  value  of  the  recommendation 
system  by determining  the optimal number of clusters to  be grouped for mobile 
content recommendation. The appropriate number of clusters is determined by the 
combination of a clustering technique with fundamental demographic factors. This 
can form group of user to provide mobile content suitable for each cluster in the 79 
 
early  stage  of  mobile  content  recommendation  system  when  there  is  insufficient 
information regarding the user.  
 
The k-means is a simple algorithm, and therefore is suitable to be used for the mobile 
content filtering to fulfil personalisation. The integrated model can be built at the 
content provider’s server and can predict the user’s group from the incoming user’s 
profile faster.  This addresses the limitation of a mobile content recommendation 
system in the early stage for a first time user and a new user. The system can proceed 
to the further stages of establishing the integrated model. When the content provider 
knows the user’s characteristics, it would be easier to provide appropriate content to 
them quickly based on their user profile.   
 
3.3 Mobile Content Filtering for the Recommendation System 
After the mobile content user analysis is completed, the next phase is mobile content 
filtering for the user. This phase will proceed from the results in the previous phase 
to  predict  the  desired  items  for  the  user  in  each  cluster.  The  assumption  for 
prediction in different clusters is based on the user’s variety of preferences. As a 
result, the classifying of mobile content to serve the user’s needs is important. This 
addresses  the  limitation  of  the  early  stage  problem  in  most  mobile  content 
recommendation systems. In this phase, it can be divided into two main tasks which 
are items prediction and finding relevant items. 
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3.3.1 Mobile Content Top Items Prediction 
This section concerns mobile content filtering in terms of top items prediction using 
classification techniques. The classification results of mobile content filtering on the 
top items prediction and classification model selection are shown. 
 
3.3.1.1  Methodology  and  Experiment  on  the  Top  Items  Prediction  Using 
Classification Techniques 
From the datasets used in previous experiments related to a mobile content user, the 
data has been separated to do the classification experiments into six groups which 
are an unclustered group and clustered groups numbered 1 to 5. After that, the top 
three mobile content items in each group are calculated based on the average score. 
The  top  three  highest  scored  items  have  been  chosen  to  work  with  in  the 
classification experiments. 
 
The target variable is the item that users may need for their connection session. 
Before feeding the data into the classification model, all data and variables have been 
normalised.  In  addition,  as  the  binary  classification  technique  is  used,  the  target 
variable which is the user’s preference rating (1 to 5) is converted to binary (0 and 1) 
for the prediction, where 0 is derived from the user’s preference range from 1 to 3 
while 1 is derived from the rating of 4 or 5. So, 0 means the user is not interested in 
this item, whereas on the other hand 1 represents the user’s preference towards this 
item. This methodology is derived from the binary prediction process in which a user 
considers the prediction of 4 or higher in a 5-point scale rating as a desired item [56], 81 
 
[20]. The experiment was carried out based on technique by technique and item by 
item, that is, the first item, the second item and the third item consecutively.  
 
The classification techniques that are used in this experiment were Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian Networks (BS) and 
Decision  Tree  with  C5.0  algorithm.  These  are  chosen  because  they  are  popular 
classification techniques. 
 
3.3.1.2  Classification  Results  of  Mobile  Content  Filtering  on  the  Top  Items 
Prediction for Recommendation Systems 
Three  datasets  are  used  in  this  experiment.  They  are  Dataset  A,  Dataset  B  and 
Dataset  C.  Each  dataset  consists  of  users’  information  related  to  demographic 
factors, clustering information and target items’ rating. These variables are used to 
conduct the experiment of mobile content filtering on the top items prediction. The 
results of the accuracy rate of top 3 mobile content prediction based on user profile 
and preferences towards items were shown in Table 3.9. Table 3.9(a) to Table 3.9(c) 
showed the results in each dataset from Dataset A to Dataset C respectively.  Figure 
3.5 to Figure 3.7 have shown the accuracy rate for the first, second and third item 
compared to each dataset and each classification technique. In addition, Figure 3.8(a) 
to Figure 3.8(c) have shown the accuracy rate for the first, second and third item 
compared to each cluster for all datasets respectively. The results of the different 
classification techniques can be shown as follows: 
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Table 3.9  
The Accuracy Rate of Top 3 Mobile Content Prediction Based on User Profile and 
Preferences Towards Items 
Table 3.9(a) Dataset A 
Item #  unclustered       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  64.0000%  63.0000%  62.0000%  64.0000% 
2  66.0000%  66.0000%  61.0000%  62.0000% 
3  59.0000%  62.0000%  58.0000%  64.0000% 
         
Item #  Cluster 1       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  75.0000%  75.0000%  83.3333%  75.0000% 
2  66.6667%  66.6667%  58.3333%  66.6667% 
3  66.6667%  75.0000%  75.0000%  66.6667% 
         
Item #  Cluster 2       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  60.0000%  50.0000%  60.0000%  50.0000% 
2  70.0000%  50.0000%  70.0000%  80.0000% 
3  50.0000%  30.0000%  0.0000%  50.0000% 
         
Item #  Cluster 3       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  69.6970%  63.6364%  42.4242%  66.6667% 
2  60.6061%  63.6364%  27.2727%  72.7273% 
3  57.5758%  54.5455%  54.5455%  66.6667% 
         
Item #  Cluster 4       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  80.7692%  80.7692%  80.7692%  84.6154% 
2  61.5385%  61.5385%  61.5385%  69.2308% 
3  69.2308%  69.2308%  69.2308%  69.2308% 
         
Item #  Cluster 5       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  57.8947%  47.3684%  63.1579%  47.3684% 
2  36.8421%  47.3684%  42.1053%  42.1053% 
3  36.8421%  36.8421%  42.1053%  47.3684% 
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Table 3.9(b) Dataset B 
Item #  unclustered       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  64.0000%  60.0000%  56.0000%  56.0000% 
2  54.0000%  62.0000%  56.0000%  63.0000% 
3  53.0000%  58.0000%  54.0000%  56.0000% 
Item #  Cluster 1       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  56.5217%  56.5217%  52.1739%  65.2174% 
2  47.8261%  56.5217%  56.5217%  47.8261% 
3  43.4783%  65.2174%  56.5217%  52.1739% 
Item #  Cluster 2       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  62.5000%  56.2500%  50.0000%  68.7500% 
2  62.5000%  62.5000%  50.0000%  43.7500% 
3  50.0000%  50.0000%  31.2500%  56.2500% 
Item #  Cluster 3       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  48.1481%  51.8519%  48.1481%  48.1481% 
2  59.2593%  59.2593%  55.5556%  55.5556% 
3  55.5556%  55.5556%  62.9630%  59.2593% 
Item #  Cluster 4       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  78.2609%  60.8696%  78.2609%  69.5652% 
2  43.4783%  43.4783%  43.4783%  43.4783% 
3  60.8696%  60.8696%  60.8696%  52.1739% 
Item #  Cluster 5       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  54.5455%  54.5455%  54.5455%  72.7273% 
2  45.4545%  54.5455%  36.3636%  54.5455% 
3  63.6364%  63.6364%  45.4545%  63.6364% 
 
 
Table 3.9(c) Dataset C 
Item #  unclustered       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  60.0000%  56.0000%  60.0000%  60.0000% 
2  55.0000%  53.0000%  59.0000%  63.0000% 
3  54.0000%  55.0000%  55.0000%  63.0000% 
Item #  Cluster 1       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  53.8462%  53.8462%  61.5385%  61.5385% 
2  61.5385%  46.1538%  53.8462%  76.9231% 
3  46.1538%  69.2308%  53.8462%  76.9231% 
Item #  Cluster 2       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  68.7500%  56.2500%  75.0000%  43.7500% 
2  50.0000%  50.0000%  62.5000%  31.2500% 
3  43.7500%  37.5000%  43.7500%  50.0000% 
Item #  Cluster 3       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  54.8387%  54.8387%  61.2903%  61.2903% 
2  48.3871%  67.7419%  67.7419%  67.7419% 
3  35.4839%  35.4839%  48.3871%  38.7097% 
Item #  Cluster 4       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  73.0769%  69.2308%  73.0769%  73.0769% 
2  65.3846%  65.3846%  57.6923%  65.3846% 
3  76.9231%  73.0769%  69.2308%  73.0769% 
Item #  Cluster 5       
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
1  42.8571%  42.8571%  50.0000%  50.0000% 
2  21.4286%  21.4286%  35.7143%  57.1429% 
3  28.5714%  35.7143%  35.7143%  57.1429% 
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Figure 3.5. Accuracy rate for the first item compared to each dataset and each 
classification technique. 
 
 
Figure 3.6. Accuracy rate for the second item compared to each dataset and each 
classification technique. 
 
Figure 3.7. Accuracy rate for the third item compared to each dataset and each 
classification technique. 
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Figure 3.8(a). Accuracy rate for the first item compared to each cluster for all 
datasets.  
 
 
Figure 3.8(b). Accuracy rate for the second item compared to each cluster for all 
datasets. 
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Figure 3.8(c). Accuracy rate for the third item compared to each cluster for all 
datasets. 
 
 
3.3.1.3 Classification Model Selection for Mobile Content Filtering 
From  the  classification  results,  it  can  be  seen  that  each  dataset  and  each  cluster 
showed the different results inconsistently. As a result, it cannot be concluded which 
model was the most suitable for mobile content recommendation for the top items. 
The classification models were varied from data, variables and conditions. 
 
Therefore, the measurement of each cluster and each classification model for each 
dataset was needed for justification in terms of model selection. The CMScore, the 
Classification Model Score, was built in this experiment in order to generalise the 
results  and  choose  the  appropriate  classification  model.  The  purpose  of  this 
measurement was to find which classifier was the most suitable technique used for a 
cluster-based mobile content recommendation model. This is essential as different 87 
 
datasets and characteristics may require the use of different types of classification 
techniques. The CMScore can be applied with different number of items, because it 
concerns  accuracy  rate  derived  from  predicted  items  by  each  classification 
technique. 
 
The scores for each classifier were calculated based on the accuracy rate results and 
the ranking of the items which were first, second and third in each dataset. In this 
metric, the weight for ranking the items was denoted as 3 points for the first ranked 
item,  2 points  for the second ranked item  and  1 point for  the third ranked item 
respectively. The number of cases in each cluster was also weighted in the metric for 
generalisation of the score based on clustering. The CMScore is as shown below: 




c
i
c
n
AC CS
CMScore
c
1
 
  where  
  CS = number of cases in cluster c 
  AC = accuracy rate of cluster c  
  c = cluster number 
  n = number of items.  
 
After that, the CMScore for each classification technique was derived, and then the 
model selection could use these scores to justify what was the appropriate technique 
to be used for predicting the top items in mobile content recommendation.  
 
CMScore is used mainly to classify users into the correct mobile content user groups 
using appropriate technique. Although there may be some variation between various 88 
 
numbers  of  cases  in  each  class  using  different  techniques,  CMScore  will  try  to 
generalise the score. The main purpose is to classify new users or first time users in 
the group who have similar preferences. The CMScore results are shown as below in 
Table 3.10. 
   
Table 3.10  
CMScore and Weight Ranking Items 
  NN  SVM  BS  C5.0 
CMScore  56.4540  56.5894  54.7105  60.8865 
Weight ranking  116.6259  114.3763  112.801  123.4508 
 
The  CMScore  showed  that  the  highest  score  for  the  different  classification 
techniques in this dataset was Decision Tree with C5.0. In the second stage of the 
CMScore measurement, the ranking factor was used by adding the weight of 3 for 
the first ranked item, 2 for the second ranked item and 1 for the third ranked item. 
The  score  again  showed  that  Decision  Tree  has  a  higher  score  than  any  other 
technique based on the CMScore weighted ranking as shown in Figure 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.9. The CMScore and CMScore with weight ranking. 89 
 
3.3.2  Mobile  Content  Filtering  for  Finding  Relevant  Items  on  the 
Recommendation System 
To complete the process of establishing an integrated model for a mobile content 
recommendation  system,  after  the  top  three  content  items  are  derived  from 
classification techniques, the next phase is focused on finding relevant items to fulfil 
a mobile content recommendation system. The technique to address this issue will be 
investigated in this section.  
 
In data mining, association rules which was proposed by Agrawal et al. [101] has 
been widely used to find the relationship among product items on the databases. 
Similar to content items for the mobile Internet, it can be seen as product items, and 
association rules can be implemented to find the content items.  
 
The objective in using association rules for this stage is to fill the remaining top 
items with un-rated or new items for mobile content recommendation. This will also 
allow some relevant low ranking items to be presented to the user too. This is an 
important stage, as most mobile recommendation systems do not focus on this part.  
When  implementing  the  association  rule  technique  in  the  system,  if  the  original 
association rule would be applied, it may take time to extract the rules, because it 
will find all possible rules from content items in the database. In addition, it will 
generate too many rules for the purpose of this research.  
 
In this research, adaptive or alternative association rules should be applied for more 
efficient rule extraction and to produce appropriate number of rules. The solution for 90 
 
this problem can be partitioning and targeting. Partitioning can help to reduce the 
number of itemsets to be counted rather than those items in the entire database [79]. 
The other alternative to increase association rule efficiency is the targeting approach. 
The  association  rule  can  be  generated  to  satisfy  measures  such  as  support  and 
confidence with identifying target items. The Classification Association Rule (CAR) 
[78, 79] is also an alternative for this approach. However, this technique can be used 
for  solving  classification  problems  in  a  known-class  database.  In  order  to  find 
desired  items  for  mobile  content  recommendation  based  on  association  rules,  an 
alternative approach can help in the rule extraction. 
 
The multi-level association rules [79] is an adaptive association rule technique which 
works by dividing the level for extracting the rules. It uses the hierarchical concept 
where the higher levels of frequent itemsets have more support than the lower levels. 
The minimum support in the same level is identical. The advantage of this method is 
that no complete rule processing is required, as the frequent itemsets in the higher 
levels help to filter the itemsets in the lower levels with less minimum support. This 
saved significant computational time in extracting the association rules. Figure 3.10 
shows an overview of the rules generator module on an integrated mobile content 
filtering  model.  The  AR  generator  obtains  input  from  the  previous  components 
which are the user’s group identification and top content items filtering. This input 
includes cluster information, users’ rating of content items and predicted top content 
items. Then, the association rules are extracted and consolidated to find the set of 
rules for mobile content filtering. The detail of rule consolidation will be shown in 91 
 
Figure 3.11. After that, these rules will be used to find the relevant content items for 
a mobile content recommendation generator. 
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Figure 3.10. Extracting of relevant items module based on the association rules 
process. 
 
3.3.2.1  The  Proposed  Multi-level  Targeting  Classification  Association  Rule 
Technique (MTCAR) 
With the discussion in the last section, one can see that there is no one association 
rules technique that can be used to solve all the problems required in the mobile 
recommendation system. The proposed methodology is to find the association rules 
on the relevant content items for the mobile content filtering in the recommendation 
system by combining the classification association rule and multi-level association 
rules. The purpose is to reduce the number of redundant rules and classify relevant 
content items based on classification and clustering techniques. With all this, the 92 
 
proposed  system  will  address  the  current  limitation  of  mobile  content 
recommendation  in  the  early  stage.  It  also  enhances  the  system  by  finding  the 
relevant items for the user based on user profile. 
 
According to the experiment dataset, there is no information related to cluster and 
class.  However,  in  the  previous  phase  as  described  earlier,  mobile  content  user 
analysis  using  clustering  has  been  done  to  find  the  group  based  on  similar 
demographic factors. In addition, a classification technique has been incorporated to 
predict  the  top  most  wanted  items  based  on  cluster  information.  Then,  from  the 
classification  results,  these  can  be  used  as  targets  and  antecedents  to  find  the 
association rules from datasets. 
 
In the proposed multi-level approach, the first level will deal with the top ranking 
items. This stage implements the concept of classification association rules to find 
the relevant items that are related to the top ranking items. With the top ranking 
items derived from the classification phase, they are defined as the targets in the rule 
extraction process. In the first level, only the top three ranked items are used as the 
target. In the second and subsequent levels of association rules, the rules for the level 
are extracted by setting target from the top level, which is the precedent top ranking 
items.  
 
After the rules  for the  different  levels  have been extracted, the next  step is  rule 
consolidation. The first step is using rules from the first level to find the target items 
based on top N. If the system can find relevant items up to top N, it is stopped. In 93 
 
contrast, if the first level rule cannot complete the requirement the system goes to the 
next level and finds the target according to the ranking of the content item in each 
cluster, specifically, first, second and third. In addition, if the rule and target are 
duplicated from the first level, it would be cut off. Finally, the recommended items 
are derived and prepared to be pushed into a mobile recommendation system. Figure 
3.11 shows the rule consolidation process. 
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Figure 3.11. Rule consolidation process. 
 
3.3.2.2 The Methodology and Experiment for Proposed MTCAR 
To construct the association rules for relevant items on a recommendation system for 
a first time user establishing a model, the same datasets have been used as those used 
in the clustering and classification experiments. The top three items based on a user’s 
ranking will be used as targets of classification association rules for the first step. In 94 
 
the datasets, it has been transformed as a binary value (0, 1) to identify the contents 
that a user prefers. This is similar to the classification phase. The aim of this phase is 
to recommend relevant items that may not have been rated highly but might still be 
of interest to the users based on their profile. 
 
The  Apriori  algorithm  has  been  implemented  in  this  phase.  For  the  first  step  of 
MTCAR,  the  minimum  support  and  confidence  are  set  at  50%  in  each  level 
respectively. Then, the rules for the first level with three antecedents are gained. 
After that, the second level will be run separately for each target item based on its 
ranking, specifically, first, second and third. With a lesser minimum support and 
confidence, the results of the second level are the rules from each item.  
 
So, from the first level and the second level, all rules will be consolidated to rank the 
outcome  sorting  by  level  (first  or  second)  and  order  (for  the  second  level).  The 
duplicate rules are eliminated and the rules that show the same result are also cut off 
using support, confidence, level and sequence. 
 
3.3.2.3 Results of the MTCAR 
This section presented the results of extracting association rules to find the relevant 
items for the mobile recommendation system. Table 3.11 showed an example of the 
extracted rules from the first level MTCAR. ‘Consequent’ represented the relevant 
items which were derived from target items in the ‘Antecedent’ regarding the rules. 
Notice that ‘IM’ stands for item number.  
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Table 3.11  
Example of Association Rule Extraction for Cluster 5 by First-level Rules with Three 
Content Items 
Consequent  Antecedent   Support %  Confidence % 
IM312 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  50.6849  97.2973 
IM312 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM31 = 1.0  34.2466  96.0000 
IM312 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM31 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  34.2466  96.0000 
IM312 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  95.0000 
IM312 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  94.8718 
IM312 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  36.9863  92.5926 
IM313 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM31 = 1.0  34.2466  84.0000 
IM313 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM31 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  34.2466  84.0000 
IM313 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  50.6849  83.7838 
IM313 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  80.0000 
IM313 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  79.4872 
IM313 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0 and IM311 = 1.0  36.9863  77.7778 
 
Then, the second level of rule extraction was shown from Tables 3.12 to 3.14 with 
the ranking item from first level targets. They were first, second and third ranking 
respectively. Please note that IM stands for item number. 
 
Table 3.12  
Example of Association Rule Extraction for Cluster 5 by Second Level Rules with 
First Ranking Item 
Consequent  Antecedent  Support %  Confidence % 
IM311 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  71.0526 
IM31 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  65.7895 
IM312 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  65.7895 
IM313 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  55.2632 
IM23 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  52.6316 
IM32 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  52.6316 
IM326 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  52.6316 
IM11 = 1.0  IM14 = 1.0  52.0548  50.0000 
 
 
Table 3.13  
Example of Association Rule Extraction for Cluster 5 by Second Level Rules with 
Second Ranking Item 
Consequent  Antecedent  Support %  Confidence % 
IM312 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  95.0000 
IM31 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  92.5000 
IM313 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  80.0000 
IM14 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  67.5000 
IM326 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  60.0000 
IM315 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  55.0000 
IM32 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  55.0000 
IM316 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  50.0000 
IM327 = 1.0  IM311 = 1.0  54.7945  50.0000 96 
 
Table 3.14  
Example of Association Rule Extraction for Cluster 5 by Second Level Rules with 
Third Ranking Item 
Consequent  Antecedent  Support %  Confidence % 
IM312 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  94.8718 
IM311 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  94.8718 
IM313 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  79.4872 
IM326 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  64.1026 
IM14 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  64.1026 
IM315 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  53.8462 
IM32 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  53.8462 
IM327 = 1.0  IM31 = 1.0  53.4247  51.2821 
 
Finally, the result of the rule consolidation between the first level and the second 
level of rules were shown in Table 3.15. The results were the content items with the 
top  ten ranking. The top  three  were the results  generated from the classification 
phase and the rest are generated by MTCAR in recommending relevant items. These 
results would be shown in the recommendation system.  
 
Table 3.15  
Example of the Result of Rule Consolidation for Cluster 5 by MTCAR 
Rank  Results 
1  IM14 
2  IM311 
3  IM31 
4  IM312 
5  IM313 
6  IM23 
7  IM32 
8  IM326 
9  IM11 
10  IM315 
 
To prove how the integrated model of mobile content recommendation works, the 
model verification is needed and it will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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3.4  Discussion  and  Conclusion  on  the  Integrated  Mobile  Content 
Recommendation Model 
Access through the mobile Internet with content filtering is the one feature that a 
mobile device user needs to be served. Exchanging some allow-to-provide data, such 
as fundamental information like demographic factors, can help a recommendation 
system provide personalised content, which has been filtered from available data. 
This can serve new users and help them experience mobile personalised content by a 
recommendation system. 
 
In this  chapter, the knowledge of mobile content  filtering  for  a  recommendation 
system has been extracted to address the problem of a new user connection or the 
first time user. Based on primary data, it can be represented in terms of statistics and 
show the user information, including user rating with ordinal. This can establish the 
integrated model for this kind of user for a non-interactive recommendation system 
with multiple processes. 
 
The model has brought the advantages of clustering techniques to group the mobile 
content user for a user-based system. Clustering analysis can help the mobile content 
recommendation system classify a user group based on criteria, and demographic 
factors are the important criteria that can be used to determine a user group. Thus, 
each  cluster  is  identified  to  be  a  group  of  a  new  user  or  an  active  user  in  the 
recommendation system. To proceed with clustering techniques, partition clustering 
is the most common to apply on cluster analysis but the problem is the number of 
cluster determinations. Zoning-Centroid can help to determine number of clusters to 98 
 
facilitate cluster analysis for mobile content recommendation by separation distance 
between the cluster centre and data into zones in order to form the cluster. This can 
help unsupervised learning data to identify the class. 
 
After the mobile content user analysis using clustering, the next phase to be done is 
mobile content filtering. The first step for this phase is finding the top content items 
for mobile content filtering in each cluster using classification techniques. This can 
help mobile content recommendation to predict the target items for the item-based 
concept. In this stage, different classification techniques have been compared. The 
experiment showed the different classifiers that represent inconsistent results. The 
factors that influence the inconsistency in a mobile content classification model are 
data characteristics and data type. Because this data source came from a survey of 
user  preferences  primarily,  the  variety  of  values  in  variables,  such  as  personal 
interest and preferences, is high and varied from person to person.  Furthermore, this 
data has been transformed to categorical data to analyse in a clustering classification 
process. As a result, CMScore which is the measurement to find the appropriate 
classifier needs to be built. The results have shown that Decision Tree with C5.0 is 
the best, and most consistent, model to predict the top items for a mobile content 
user.  
 
The second step for the mobile content filtering phase is finding relevant items to 
enhance a mobile content recommendation system. Association rules help to find 
relevant items by extracting rules based on support and confidence. The higher the 
level of confidence, the more confidence will be correlated between content items. 99 
 
However, it produces an enormous and impractical number of rules. The proposed 
MTCAR facilitates rule generation with level separation and target determination by 
top  items  from  the  classification  of  the  top  content  items  phase.  In  MTCAR,  it 
provides  two  levels  of  association  rules  by  identifying  multiple  targets  for  high 
support and confidence in the first level. Then, the second level provides rules to 
support consequent based on the number of top N that the recommendation needs. 
This is to find the relevant content items for a recommendation system. Numbers of 
rules  are  reduced  significantly  compared  to  traditional  association  rules,  and 
redundant  rules  are  cut  off  by  the  rule  consolidation  process.  In  addition,  rule 
complexity is reduced by level dividing as well. This can enhance the mobile content 
recommendation system. 
 
Finally,  in  this  chapter  establishing  the  integrated  model  to  fulfil  prediction  and 
recommendation for a mobile content recommendation system has been proposed. 
This can address the problems of the first rater and the new user connection for a 
non-interactive  recommendation  system.  The  proposed  methodology  has  covered 
recommendation processes which are prediction and recommendation. In addition, it 
shows the process that concerns the first time user connection, and the method not 
only predicts top content items but also retrieves relevant items. These enhance the 
mobile  content  recommendation  system.  The  next  chapter  will  discuss  the 
verification of the model being established. 
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CHAPTER 4 
INTEGRATED MOBILE CONTENT RECOMMENDATION: 
A COMPARISON STUDY 
 
4.1 Introduction 
After establishing the integrated mobile content recommendation in the last chapter, 
the next phase is to perform a comparison study with some common techniques used 
for mobile content recommendation found in the literature. As the integrated mobile 
content recommendation system also takes care of the first rater item and the new 
user of the system, a comparison study to include these would be provided. The 
results from the previous chapter will be used again in this chapter, which include 
the  mobile  user  identification,  prediction  of  top  ranking  items,  and  finding  the 
relevant items. All the results from each stage are combined as the final suite of 
methods  in  the  integrated  mobile  recommendation  system.  The  metrics  used  to 
measure the performance of each method will be compared as well. At the end of 
this chapter the discussion of the comparison study will be shown. 
 
4.2 Comparison Study 
This section presents methodology and metrics for recommendation measurement.  
 
4.2.1 Methodology and Comparison Techniques 
The first stage of the methodology begins with the pre-processing of the data such 
that the data will be suitable for each comparison technique. The datasets chosen are 
a duplication of the datasets used in the previous experiment that was performed for 101 
 
the  MTCAR  method.  They  are  Dataset  A,  Dataset  B  and  Dataset  C.  They  are 
randomised from 400 records to form the dataset. Three hundred records will be used 
as a training set and 100 records will be used as a testing set. Although the three 
datasets are, as previously stated, similar to those used in MTCAR, they contain 
some small formatting differences. The pre-processing phase is required to format 
the  data  to  ensure  suitability  for  each  comparing  technique.  The  second  stage 
compares the integrated method with other techniques by using the same dataset for 
both training and testing in each method. The techniques to be compared with are 
collaborative filtering and association rules. The details of these techniques will be 
described in the following: 
 
Collaborative Filtering 
The  most  widely  used  technique  in  the  recommendation  system  is  collaborative 
filtering. The item-based collaborative filtering is chosen because the research of 
Papagelis and Plexousakis [60] has shown that the item-based algorithm performed 
better than the user-based algorithm. Moreover, the study of Yu et al. [54] presented 
that using  the Pearson  Correlation  Coefficient  performed better than  the Kendall 
Correlation, and positive correlated neighbours gain higher accuracy. 
 
Firstly, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient is used to analyse the similarity among 
the items available on the training dataset. The similarity matrix of items is derived. 
Secondly, in the recommendation stage, an analysis of finding the highest similarity 
measure  will  be  performed,  and  this  pushes  items  with  a  higher  measure  to  the 
recommendation list. The recommendation list is derived by eliminating duplicated 102 
 
items;  a  duplicated  item  with  a  lower  similarity  measure  is  removed.  The 
recommendation list is then compared with testing data. In addition, the testing data 
is separated from training data. This is similar to other comparing methods in the 
experiment.  The  technique  described  above  is  a  memory-based  recommendation 
system. 
 
Association Rules 
This technique is a model-based approach for a recommendation system. It is an 
appropriate technique used to find associated items or relevant items for the system. 
This technique constructs the rules and produces the consequences, that is, the results 
of  the  relevant  items  according  to  antecedents  or  the  conditions  of  the  mobile 
content. The association rules with Apriori algorithm are constructed using the same 
criteria as MTCAR, as is the support and confidence level. The rules are constructed 
from the three training datasets. The association rules will be used with the testing 
datasets by demographic factors input. After that, the recommendation system lists 
are derived from the consequent of rules according to the user profile.   
 
4.2.2 Metrics for Recommendation Measurement 
The most well-known metric to measure a recommendation system is accuracy rate 
[10].  This  metric  is  widely  used  to  identify  the  quality  of  the  model  or  system. 
Generally, the formula for this metric can be formed as follows: 
case total
correction of number
accuracy
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In  the  Olmo  and  Gaudioso  study  [10],  they  reformulate  accuracy  metric  by 
considering  that  p  and  P  are  binary  functions.  Where  P  refers  to  prediction  of 
recommendation system and p refers to the real preferences.  Both functions will 
offer values 1 which refers to a successful recommended item and 0 for any other 
case. This is the metric for a recommendation system: 
R
P p
accuracy
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The other metric that is commonly used for recommendation is Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE): 
N
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where p(u,i) is predicted value and P(u,i) is the actual value of user rating regarding 
an  item.  In  this  metric,  if  the  MAE  is  low,  it  means  the  performance  of  the 
recommendation  system  would  be  better  than  the  higher  MAE.  There  are  many 
researchers using MAE as a metric to measure performance of the recommendation 
system [54, 56, 60, 65, 104]. 
 
4.3 Experimental Results 
This section shows experimental results of recommendation system performance and 
MTCAR performance comparison with association rules generation. After that, the 
qualitative comparison of MTCAR is presented. 
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4.3.1 Recommendation System Performance  
The comparison results are shown in Tables 4.1(a) to (c) and the graphs in Figures 
4.1(a) to (c). They represent the accuracy rate of the recommendation system for the 
top 10 items in each dataset. 
 
Table 4.1(a)  
Accuracy Rate of Dataset A 
Techniques  n=3  n=4  n=5  n=6  n=7  n=8  n=9  n=10 
MTCAR  64.67%  62.75%  57.60%  54.50%  54.86%  53.63%  52.67%  51.30% 
AR  64.33%  62.75%  61.40%  57.50%  54.57%  50.75%  47.22%  44.70% 
CF  61.67%  56.75%  52.20%  51.00%  48.43%  44.75%  43.33%  42.70% 
 
 
Figure 4.1(a). A comparison of the accuracy rate between MTCAR and other 
techniques in Dataset A. 
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Table 4.1(b)  
Accuracy Rate of Dataset B 
Techniques  n=3  n=4  n=5  n=6  n=7  n=8  n=9  n=10 
MTCAR  56.00%  53.50%  51.60%  49.00%  47.57%  46.75%  46.11%  44.50% 
AR  56.33%  54.25%  53.40%  50.83%  48.00%  45.00%  42.67%  39.90% 
CF  54.33%  52.50%  49.80%  46.67%  44.14%  41.50%  39.44%  39.50% 
 
 
Figure 4.1(b). A comparison of the accuracy rate between MTCAR and other 
techniques in Dataset B. 
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Table 4.1(c)  
Accuracy Rate of Dataset C 
Techniques  n=3  n=4  n=5  n=6  n=7  n=8  n=9  n=10 
MTCAR  60.33%  58.50%  55.80%  53.67%  51.71%  50.38%  48.67%  47.30% 
AR  57.33%  57.25%  56.40%  52.33%  49.71%  47.25%  44.33%  41.30% 
CF  61.33%  57.00%  56.20%  53.50%  51.00%  47.63%  45.44%  45.30% 
 
 
Figure 4.1(c). A comparison of the accuracy rate between MTCAR and other 
techniques in Dataset C. 
 
The comparison results show that MTCAR outperformed the collaborative filtering 
technique. When comparing with the association rules, the first three or four items 
seem to be similar to association rules in Datasets A and B, with better performance 
in  Dataset  C.  From  the  top  three  to  the  top  six  items,  the  three  methods  have 
comparable  results,  but  after  the  top  six  MTCAR  can  perform  better  in  finding 
relevent items. It shows significant results in the accuracy rate. 107 
 
Having  considered  the  accuracy  rate  which  is  the  standard  benchmark  for  a 
recommendation system, it is necessary to consider Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 
when comparing the system’s performance. Figures 4.2(a) to (c) present MAE in 
each technique for each predicted item. 
 
 
Figure 4.2(a). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between datasets for 
the MTCAR technique. 
 
 
Figure 4.2(b). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between datasets for 
the association rules technique. 108 
 
 
Figure 4.2(c). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between datasets for 
the collaborative filtering technique. 
 
Generally, the results of MAE in each technique for each dataset presented a similar 
trend, which was a low MAE from the start and a significant increase when the 
number of items was higher. Only the collaborative filtering from item’s 9 and 10 
has a slightly reduced trend. Figure 4.3(a) – Figure 4.3(c) present the cumulative 
errors in each technique for prediction item from item 3 to item 10. 
 
 
Figure 4.3(a). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 for the MTCAR technique. 109 
 
 
Figure 4.3(b). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 for the association rules technique. 
 
 
Figure 4.3(c). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 for the collaborative filtering technique. 
 
The collective cumulative MAE also shows the same trend in each technique and 
each dataset. The error was lower at the starting point from  the total number of 
prediction items at 3 and increases dramatically to the number of prediction items at 
10. 
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For  comparison  between  MTCAR  and  other  techniques  in  Mean  Absolute  Error 
measurement, Figures 4.4(a) to (c) also demonstrate these results. 
 
Figure 4.4(a). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between MTCAR and 
other techniques in Dataset A. 
 
 
Figure 4.4(b). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between MTCAR and 
other techniques in Dataset B. 111 
 
 
Figure 4.4(c). A comparison of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between MTCAR and 
other techniques in Dataset C. 
 
According to the graphs above, it appears that MTCAR mostly returns significantly 
less individual prediction errors in each item, especially after the sixth item. Only 
collaborative filtering performed slightly better in the 10
th item. Figures 4.5(a) to 
4.5(c)  show  the  cumulative  MAE  of  total  prediction  items  compared  with  other 
techniques and it can be seen precisely that MTCAR shows less error rate. This 
means  MTCAR  can  provide  better  performance  of  a  mobile  content 
recommendation, compared with other techniques. 112 
 
 
Figure 4.5(a). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 between MTCAR and other techniques in Dataset A. 
 
 
Figure 4.5(b). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 between MTCAR and other techniques in Dataset B. 113 
 
 
Figure 4.5(c). A comparison of cumulative Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of total 
prediction items from 3 to 10 between MTCAR and other techniques in Dataset C. 
 
4.3.2 MTCAR Performance Comparison with Association Rules Generation 
The other performance  of MTCAR  compared with  association  rules can be seen 
from Table 4.2. It seems that MTCAR generates fewer rules than association rules, 
and the MTCAR technique provided better performance in a recommendation for 
mobile content. They are shown on previous results in terms of accuracy rate and 
Mean  Absolute  Error.  The  percentage  of  rules  reduced  is  calculated  from  the 
difference between the number of rules generated by each technique and divided by 
the number of maximum rules for each dataset.  
 
Table 4.2 
Percentage of Number of Reduced Rules Generation 
Technique  Dataset A  Dataset B  Dataset C 
MTCAR  194  170  190 
AR  218  247  211 
% of Rules Reduced  11.01%  31.17%  9.95% 
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Furthermore,  Table  4.3  shows  that  the  number of  recommended  items  generated 
from MTCAR was significantly more compared to the association rules technique. In 
all datasets, MTCAR gained the number of average recommended items generated at 
9.7, 9.38 and 9.5 out of 10 items respectively, whereas association rules obtained an 
average number of recommended items generated at 7.66, 8 and 7.43 consecutively. 
Moreover, MTCAR can generate the number of recommended items on a system of 
around  27%  in  Dataset  A  and  Dataset  C.  Although  Dataset  B  showed  lower 
percentage at around 17%, it was still better in terms of the number of recommended 
items.  
 
Table 4.3  
Number of Generated Recommendation Items for Mobile Content 
Technique  Dataset A  Dataset B  Dataset C 
MTCAR  9.70  9.38  9.50 
AR  7.66  8.00  7.43 
% of Item Generation  26.63%  17.25%  27.86% 
 
The level of emptiness is shown in Table 4.4. It was the measure to indicate that a 
recommendation system was unable to generate recommendation items according to 
available  information.  It  means  the  system  shows  ‘empty’  for  these  items.  The 
measurement was calculated by the sum of empty recommendation items in each 
user for each dataset as follows.  
Percentage of ‘empty’ recommendation =
j n
n
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j i
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where i is the item number of dataset j. 115 
 
MTCAR  can  perform  better  in  terms  of  items  generation  for  a  mobile  content 
recommendation system. All datasets show the percentage of emptiness was at 3%, 
6% and 5% respectively,  and  while the  association  rules showed  a much higher 
percentage compared to the MTCAR technique, the percentage of the difference was 
shown at 87%, 69% and 81% for each dataset consecutively. 
 
Table 4.4  
Level of Emptiness Generation for a Recommendation System 
Technique  Dataset A  Dataset B  Dataset C 
MTCAR  3%  6%  5% 
AR  23%  20%  26% 
% of Difference of emptiness  87%  69%  81% 
 
 
4.3.3 Qualitative Comparison   
To verify that MTCAR can be used on a mobile content recommendation system, the 
qualitative comparison is carried out. The data to compare with the proposed method 
is collated from a large mobile portal site in Thailand and the statistic has been 
recorded in www.mobilethai.net. The primary data is 552,898 page views for the 
mobile portal site and there are various categories, including news, fortune teller and 
game  downloading.  The  actual  ratio  of  page  views  is  unable  to  be  disclosed; 
therefore, it can show roughly the proportion. Furthermore, to compare with the data 
that has been used in this experiment by MTCAR, the page view category will be 
filtered to find the content that is a match with the experiment data. 
 
As a result, the data on page view was filtered down to news, entertainment, mobile 
download,  and  sports.  Likewise,  the  results  of  the  recommendations  would  be 116 
 
reduced to categories that were similar to the mobilethai.net mobile portal page view 
for a fair comparison. The results are presented in Table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.5  
Proportion of Mobile Content Compared to Actual Mobile Portal Page View 
Content  Mobile Portal Page View  Dataset A  Dataset B  Dataset C 
News  40.00%  45.75%  45.92%  42.45% 
Entertainment  33.33%  25.20%  26.12%  29.89% 
Mobile Download  16.00%  19.74%  19.63%  23.21% 
Sports  10.67%  9.31%  8.32%  4.45% 
Total  100.00%  100.00%  100.00%  100.00% 
 
It seems that the mobile content recommendation from MTCAR reflects the real 
world for mobile content usage. This can be seen from Figures 4.6(a) to (d). The 
proportions of the pie charts are quite similar, with each dataset showing the sports 
content was less compared to the actual proportion on the mobile portal page view, 
and the mobile download being higher. 
 
Figure 4.6(a). Proportions of mobile content page view. 
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Figure 4.6(b). Proportions of mobile content recommendation from Dataset A. 
 
Figure 4.6(c). Proportions of mobile content recommendation from Dataset B. 
 
 
Figure 4.6(d). Proportions of mobile content recommendation from Dataset C. 
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4.4 Discussion on the Comparison Study 
After establishing the integrated model for a mobile content recommendation system 
and the proposed method, MTCAR, a thorough comparison study was performed 
with other techniques to recommend appropriate mobile content that matches the 
needs of the user. In this chapter, the experiments have shown that MTCAR can 
perform well compared to other methods specifically finding relevant items after top 
six or top seven items, rules and recommendation generation. 
 
Firstly,  the  standard  measurements  like  accuracy  rate  and  Mean  Absolute  Error 
(MAE) showed that MTCAR can perform better in terms of finding relevant items 
after the top six or top seven items, and it can also provide a similar accuracy rate for 
the first three items.  
 
The reason why MTCAR provides a better recommendation is due to the MTCAR 
mechanism. It assembles clustering processes to identify user groups and predicts 
most  wanted  items  from  the  cluster.  Then,  the  relevant  items  are  derived  by 
association rules, which are generated from user clusters and target items in each 
cluster.  So,  relevant  items  would  be  created  differently  according  to  users’ 
demographic factors and their different target items, whereas collaborative filtering 
(CF)  is  concerned  with  user  ratings  and  focuses  on  finding  relevant  items  or 
recommendations  based  on  those  ratings  only.  The  rating  is  used  to  find  the 
similarity of item. The same can be observed for association rules. This technique is 
helpful in terms of finding relevant items but the rules are constructed from user 
profiles only, which is not enough to consider item-based aspects. Therefore, it helps 119 
 
for the first three or four items, but in the later stages its performance on finding 
relevant items decreases. 
 
Secondly, comparisons between MTCAR and association rules in terms of rules and 
recommendation generation showed that MTCAR returns highly acceptable results 
with the same support and confidence level. The number of association rules that are 
generated from MTCAR are less than the traditional association rules. That means 
MTCAR  implements  fewer  rules  to  create  a  recommendation  and  gains  better 
results. In addition, the number of items that can be recommended for the top 10 
items is almost 10 items, while Association Rules has a limitation of 8 items on this 
measurement.  Therefore,  association  rules  is  unable  to  recommend  more  items 
compared  to  MTCAR.  Likewise,  the  level  of  emptiness,  which  means  the 
recommendation system is unable to generate or recommend items to a user, also 
showed that MTCAR provides significant results. MTCAR gains much less in the 
emptiness level of a recommendation system compared to association rules. 
 
Thirdly, when MTCAR is used with real world data, actual mobile content page 
view, the top mobile content categories derived from MTCAR in all datasets are 
similar to the mobile content page view with exception of a slight deviation from the 
page view in a couple of the items in Dataset C.  
 
As  stated  above,  it  can  be  seen  that  MTCAR  can  be  used  in  a  mobile  content 
recommendation  system  and  it  will  provide  better  results  compared  to  other 
techniques. This can address the limitation of the recommendation system for the 120 
 
first time user by recommending appropriate content that matches the user’s needs. It 
also addresses first content rating in terms of finding relevant items. The proposed 
method, MTCAR, can enhance the mobile content recommendation system by its 
performance. 
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CHAPTER 5 
MOBILE CONTENT RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM USING CLIENT-
SIDE USER PROFILE FOR A REVISITING USER 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Having considered the non-interactive recommendation system in Chapters 3 and 4 
for  establishing  the  model  for  a  first  rater  and  a  first  time  connection  user,  this 
chapter  looks  at  the  use  of  a  client-side  user  profile  for  an  interactive 
recommendation system. The assumption made in this chapter is that mobile users 
are willing to share some information when using the mobile devices so that the 
content can be customized to them. However, there are some users who may not like 
to rate the content items or participate in the profile collecting exercises. This group 
of users is not within the scope of our investigation. In this chapter, the users who are 
willing  to  share  more  information  in  the  interactive  recommendation  system  as 
revisiting  users  are  classified.  These  kinds  of  users  are  proactive  users  and  will 
interact  with  the  recommendation  system  to  make  sure  that  the  mobile  content 
recommendation  system  can  deliver  contents  that  are  close  to  what  they  are 
interested in.  In order to deliver desired contents, a user profile with respect to the 
user’s  interest  is  to  be  stored  and  maintained.  In  this  chapter,  a  client-side  user 
profile that can be managed by the user is proposed. 
 
5.2 Background of Using User Profiles 
There  are  some  works  that  demonstrate  the  storing  of  user’s  information  on  the 
mobile devices.  MyLifeBits  [26] stored everything related to  a  user’s life in  the 122 
 
user’s computer. The research also suggested that mobile devices should also store 
personal data and the Internet usage behaviour of a user. In addition, the data should 
be organised according to the lifestyle and the time of the activities recorded. Digital 
content stored in a mobile phone can have emotional value [39], which can make a 
user more attached to the mobile device. In addition, it also found that historical 
usage data could be used for personalisation. In the Mobile Recommender System 
[124], the researcher has implemented a user profile management which can be run 
at the client’s side. However, the Mobile Recommender System needs to install a 
shop application in order to manage a shopper’s profile. The Mobile Recommender 
System  was  implemented as  a non-interactive recommendation system.  It  cannot 
handle revisiting users and does not recommend relevant content items. In addition, 
the  rating  of  products,  movies  and  other  content,  are  separated  and  the  Mobile 
Recommender System is unable to deal with common interests or preferences.  
 
By  now  it  can  be  seen  that  use  of  user  profiles  to  enhance  the  mobile 
recommendation system is needed. However, the structure of the user profile is an 
important area to handle. Due to the space limitation of a mobile device, appropriate 
structure should be considered.  Only useful and important information should be 
stored  for  use  by  the  mobile  content  recommendation  system.  The  hierarchical 
structure of a user profile was proposed by Yun and Boqin [128]. They implemented 
a  tag-based  technique  for  a  user  profile  and  analysed  the  tags  from  website 
bookmarks. This can help to describe a target user’s interests better. In addition, it 
shows that on average there are 2.65 tags per bookmark. A user profile for mobile 
content  recommendation  should  include  necessary  information  for  the 123 
 
recommendation system to be able to identify which group of interests best matches 
the user’s needs [21]. Age, gender, ethnicity and socioeconomic status showed that 
there  are  differences  in  the  behaviour  of  using  wireless  devices  [27].  A  user’s 
demographic factors should be collected in the user profile. Both the user’s interests 
and the user’s preferences are stored explicitly and implicitly in the user profile. 
They can be analysed to show an individual’s usage pattern. In cases where a user’s 
interests  can  be  seen  from  the  user’s  perspective,  they  are  known  as  extrinsic 
preferences.  A  user  can  give  information  to  a  mobile  content  recommendation 
system about the content that they are interested in. The user can also rate those 
content items using some kind of information ranking. An example of incorporating 
a user’s interests for a personalised search of information can be seen in Teevan et al. 
[129].  Their  study  focused  on  text-based  personalisation  for  web  searching. 
Germanakos et al. [130] mentioned that the building of the user profile could be 
complicated if the profile is to be incorporated with perceptual preferences. They 
also  showed  that  interests  and  preferences  are  important  factors  to  be  used  in  a 
content recommendation system. It is assumed that the more information a user is 
willing to share, the more accurately the system can recommend the desired contents. 
 
Moreover, user profiles should be allowed to update often in order to gain up-to-date 
recommended content. User profiles should not remain stagnant, but should adapt 
over time. For example, users may change their occupation and income which will 
affect  how the user profile can be used.  Hofgesang  [131] mentioned that  a  user 
profile would collect information of the user as this information arises incrementally.  124 
 
Hence,  a  user  profile  should  be  maintained  and  up-to-date.  Jeon  et  al.  [29]  also 
showed an automatic updatable user profile used a user’s preferences and interests 
for filtering mobile search. The user profile should be updated simultaneously every 
time users use the system. However, most research did not address the issues in the 
user profile of a non-interactive and an interactive recommendation system working 
concurrently.  Hence,  an  integrated  approach  is  needed,  which  is  to  establish  an 
integrated mobile  content  recommendation system  for  first  time user,  first  rating 
content and a revisiting user. 
 
5.3  Flow  Management  for  User  Management  on  a  Mobile  Content 
Recommendation System 
Before  looking  at  the  user  profile  for  such  an  integrated  mobile  content 
recommendation system, the flow in the system needs to be examined. Figure 5.1 
shows  the  steps  for  the  first  time  user,  where  a  user  profile  has  not  stored  any 
information, progressing through the recommendation system. The user needs to add 
demographic information so that MTCAR can generate a recommendation. The user 
will then obtain a list of content items which have been recommended by the system. 
The user can choose to utilise content from this list or choose not to. After that, 
MTCAR might provide some feedback to the system and alter the user profile based 
on the content selected by the user. At this stage, a user can choose to be hidden and 
not interact with the recommendation system. If the user chooses to be anonymous, 
that user will not receive personalised content. 125 
 
User Profile MTCAR Module Mobile Device User Content Provider
Input demographic factors
Connect to
Process clustering for new user
Process recommendation
Retrieve content
Recommend 10 preferences of content
Select from recommendation
Feedback/Update user profile
URL and content
Back to preferred page
 
Figure  5.1. Sequence diagram of steps for the first time connection user with the 
process of mobile client-side user profile and content provider. 
 
Having considering the first time user, the next group of users using the mobile 
content recommendation are the revisiting users. A revisiting user refers to the user 
in the recommendation system that has experienced the system and their updated 
user profile due to increased participation with the system. Unlike a first time user, 
there  is  stored  information,  including  extrinsic  and  intrinsic  interests,  and 
preferences.  When  the  user  connects  to  the  mobile  Internet,  the  updatable  user 
profile will upload the updated information, using MTCAR for more personalised 126 
 
recommendations. Next, the type of content selected and utilised by the user will 
also be stored in the user profile under the Common Content. This can store the 
information  on  how  the  user  utilises  the  content  in  the  mobile  content 
recommendation system. Figure 5.2 presents the sequence diagram of a revisiting 
user. 
User Profile MTCAR Module Mobile Device User Content Provider
Upload Information
Connect to
Process recommendation
Retrieve content
Recommend 10 preferences of content
Select from recommendation
Feedback/Update user profile
URL and content
Back to preferred page
Update Common Content
  
Figure 5.2. Sequence diagram of steps for a revisiting user for a mobile content 
recommendation. 
 
The benefit to a revisiting user is that the user can obtain appropriate content that 
matches one’s interests and preferences in a user profile. This also includes relevant 
content items from the recommendation system. 127 
 
5.4 Client-side User Profile Prototype 
5.4.1 Basic Functions and Personal Information Management 
This  section  presents  the  mobile  client-side  user  profile  prototype  and  basic 
functions for the user profile. Figure 5.3 shows the main menu of the user profile 
where the user can manage his or her information, including preferences by selecting 
from the menu. 
 
Figure 5.3. Client-side user profile main menu. 
In Figure 5.4, it can be seen that users are able to input their basic information of the 
demographic factors and this information will be stored at the client’s side. The user 
has a right to change or alter the information, with regards to his or her level of 
participation with the recommendation system. 
 
Figure 5.4. User’s client-side mobile personal information and demographic factors. 
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5.4.2 Privacy of a Mobile Content Recommendation System 
Privacy  is  also  an important  issue  that users have concerns  about  when they  go 
online,  especially  on  the  mobile  Internet.  Users  may  be  concerned  about  the 
possibility of their information being stolen. Therefore, it is a fundamental issue that 
must be addressed.  Privacy can be  considered  an  issue that  governs the flow of 
information, which is outgoing and incoming. It should be managed and decided by 
the user as follows: 
-  Outgoing allowing: The system will ask a user for consent for personal 
information to be submitted to a destination server. The user has a right to 
determine whether that the information can be sent or not sent. 
-  Incoming allowing: It is similar to outgoing allowing. The user will be 
informed that the user profile on a mobile device will be modified. The 
user will also be informed that some information from the server will be 
updated in the user's mobile device. 
This can help a user manage privacy issues by allowing the user to make decisions. It 
should also be easy for the user to understand the process as well. This concept of 
the privacy issue is applied from the user-centric privacy framework [132]. This can 
increase the user’s confidence with regards to the privacy issue due to the way it is 
handled by the recommendation system. 
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Figure 5.5. User profile privacy management. 
 
The prototype of a mobile client-side user profile also addresses user privacy issues. 
The user profile privacy should be a feature that can be turned on or off. This feature 
will determine whether user profile information is shared or not shared with the 
content provider. In addition, the user has a right to select options for sharing the 
user profile with the content provider and to allow the content provider to update the 
user profile as  well. Warning message dialogues will also  be displayed for each 
option selected, to ask the user whether the user wants to share or update user profile 
information with regards to privacy. Therefore, through the user profile management 
the user has a right to consent to sharing information with the content provider and 
allowing the content provider to update user profile information. 
 
5.4.3 Client-side User Profile Structure for a Mobile Content Recommendation 
The client-side user profile not only includes user demographic factors but it also 
stores  content  preferences  which  are  separated  by  content  providers.  Within  the 
stored content provider preferences, content and its ratings are stored. The user can 
view and edit values for content and ratings for each content provider. The client-
side user profile counts the number and types of content being accessed. The client-130 
 
side user profile then assigns a rating for that content. The client-side user profile 
assigns a higher rating to content which is accessed multiple times. For example, if 
the user frequently accesses economic news content, economic news content will be 
assigned a higher rating. For content that the user has not rated but has accessed, the 
client-side user profile is updated and this content will be counted and the rating for 
this content will increase automatically. In addition, although content provided by 
each mobile content provider might be different, some content might share common 
features. Common Content, stores content and ratings are based on how many times 
specific content is accessed. For example, if a user accesses content with investment 
information from three different content providers, “investment” will be recorded to 
Common Content.  Therefore, Common Content in the client-side user profile will 
deal  with  common  content  information  as  an  intrinsic  preference.  The  user  can 
manage Common Content features as well. 
Content Provider A B
Content 1 2 3 … 23
Rating 4 1 0 .. 5
Content Provider A
Content 1 2 3 … 23
Rating 3 5 1 ... 2
Content Provider A C
Content 1 2 3 … 23
Rating 3 4 4 .. 4
User Profile
Content 1 2 3 ...
Rating 4 3 4 ...
Common Content
 
Figure 5.6. The structure of a mobile client-side user profile and Common Content. 
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To  communicate  with  the  content  provider,  a  client-side  user  profile  is  also 
implemented  using  standard  programming  language,  which  is  XML,  in  the  user 
profile structure. XML encourages interoperability features on the user profile. This 
can ease communication between the user and the content provider. This also helps 
the content provider to process the recommendation lists more efficiently. Figures 
5.7 and 5.8 show examples of XML where the client-side user profile communicates 
with the content provider through Common Content. The client-side user profile also 
communicates content rating for each content provider’s content.  
  
Figure 5.7. Present example of Common Content in XML format to communicate 
with content provider. 
 
Figure 5.8. Present example of website rating stored at client-side in user profile in 
XML format to communicate with content provider. 
 
5.4.4 Client-side User Profile Preference and Revisiting Management 
The user has a chance to manage his, or her, own preferences in order to obtain 
personalised  content  and  get  recommendations,  which  are  related  to  their 132 
 
preferences. Figure 5.9 shows user preferences can be adjusted, to rate content based 
on his or her preferences. In addition, in this prototype, the user can add types of 
content and related keywords, which can be updated automatically to client-side user 
preferences  when  the  user  contacts  the  content  provider  and  receives  feedback. 
Selecting the menu button reveals an edit function to the user for editing content 
types, content keywords and content ratings, according to the user’s needs. This can 
be seen from Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.9. User’s preference for client-side user profile management. 
 
In  addition  to  the  user  profile,  using  XML  appears  more  user-friendly  than  the 
traditional  profile  or  storing  information  using  ‘cookies’  in  terms  of  ease  of 
understanding because the user profile is readable and stored at the client-side. Users 
can  understand  this  method  of  storing  information  and  they  can  manage  this 
information by themselves. 
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Figure 5.10. Adding and editing of preferred content to a user profile preferences 
management system for the client-side user profile. 
 
Revisiting users are the users who re-access content from a content provider. They 
might have some additional information to share, such as preferences from mobile 
Internet  surfing.  Therefore,  having  a  feature  to  manage  Common  Content  for  a 
revisiting user is also important because it allows the accumulation of user data and 
information  as  the  user  keeps  accessing  mobile  content.  This  helps  the  mobile 
content provider to determine the most appropriate content for the user and deliver 
the content to that user. Therefore, the feature of managing content from a content 
provider should be available as a basic preference similar to managing preferences in 
Common Content. This might lead to more appropriate recommendations for the 
revisiting user.  
 
The revisiting user can view how many times he or she has accessed the content, as 
well as the ratings for both Common Content and each content provider. Users can 
manually manage their user profile, in order to obtain appropriate recommendations 
for mobile content. In addition, users are able to manage preferred content for each 
content provider that they revisit, so that each content provider can provide suitable 134 
 
content according to the user’s needs. The type of the content is also recorded to 
Common  Content  and  client-side  user  profile  preferences.  This  means  if  content 
appears in a content provider’s list, it will also appear in Common Content. The 
example of revisiting website content management can be seen from Figure 5.11 
 
               
Figure 5.11. Example of revisiting website content management. 
 
The client-side user profile will attempt to implement content-based filtering (CBF) 
and its management for the mobile content recommendation system. This depends on 
how  users  share  their  information.  The  content  provider  can  then  utilise  this 
information to recommend content to the users. In addition, this shared information 
is also useful for other users when performing collaborative filtering for content. 
Figure 5.12 shows the overview of the user profile management at the client’s side.  135 
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Content Provider
Information Sharing and 
Privacy Management
Content and Preference 
management for 
user profile
Update 
user profile
 
Figure 5.12. Overview of client-side user profile management. 
 
5.5 Discussion and Conclusion 
The user profile is the important factor in a recommendation system to help a user 
obtain personalised content and obtain recommended relevant content items. It is a 
trend for mobile device to store user’s information within the device and encourage 
mobile content filtering. However, there is  a technological  change  in the mobile 
device  rapidly.  Therefore,  further  work  related  to  structure  and  schema  of  user 
profile is required. In addition, the user profile also assists the content provider to 
deliver appropriate content that is suitable for the user’s needs at that time. If the user 
shares  some  information,  it  enables  the  recommendation  system  to  recommend 
appropriate content. However, users may be concerned about what information is 
shared; therefore, profile management at the client’s side seems to be an appropriate 
solution for this scenario. 
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In this chapter, the prototype of client-side user profile management is demonstrated. 
It also demonstrates how personal information is stored and content is managed at 
the client’s side. In addition, the user profile can be updated automatically by the 
content provider and manually edited by the user. Privacy issues are addressed in this 
prototype as well. This is achieved by incorporating features which handle privacy 
issues  through  user  consent  and  permission.  The  recommendation  system  can 
provide  better  recommendations  to  revisiting  users  when  these  users  share  more 
information in the user profile. 
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CHAPTER 6 
USING TIME CONTEXT INFORMATION FOR MOBILE CONTENT 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The characteristic of a mobile user is the mobility features during various times of 
the  day.  Moreover,  the  user  needs  the  content  provider  to  respond  to  them 
immediately when they connect to the server in order to access the right content at 
the right time. In this chapter, the use of time context information is incorporated 
into the mobile content recommendation system. To narrow the discussion and focus 
of this thesis, only an adaptive list menu with respect to the time-of-day will be 
investigated.  
 
The study of Partridge and Golle shows that time is the one of the important factors 
for context awareness [133]. This research explores a factor of time which is related 
to personalisation and an adaptive menu of content recommendation for a mobile 
Internet user. The menu can be varied and the option list rearranged according to a 
user’s need based on the time-of-day. The most desirable items of the list menu 
during that period when a user connects to the mobile Internet will be shown. This 
can reduce several clicks on the mobile when searching for the desired content at a 
specific time of the day.  
 
In this chapter, the use of time for a recommendation system will be studied, and the 
case study is based on a group of users who download mobile games. It is assumed 138 
 
that this group of mobile Internet users has been clustered using methods described 
in Chapters 3 and 4. The focused domain in this case study is mobile games. 
 
In  recent  years,  it  can  be  observed  that  there  is  a  rising  trend  of  mobile  games 
developed for a huge range of mobile devices.  During different times of the day, 
mobile device can be used as an entertainment device for relaxing or while waiting 
for  buses  or  before  an  appointment.  A  computer  game  has  been  viewed  as  an 
interactive media that was played most often when people had free time. Therefore, 
it  is  easy  to  realize  the  impact  by  combining  the  mobile  phone  culture  and 
entertainment games. This leads to the popular trend in developing mobile games. 
Many mobile  games have been developed in  recent  years. Some even transform 
popular console or PC games from the past to a mobile platform. However, there 
could be too many games for mobile users to select. Additionally, the users may 
prefer different types of mobile games at different times of the day. When users 
download  a  game,  they  may  spend  too  much  time  browsing  for  content. 
Furthermore, many users have to pay for the game. Although some mobile games 
provide demo or trial versions, the users may also spend too much time browsing for 
something they like. 
 
In  this  proposed  recommendation  system,  the  downloaded  games  should  be 
considered,  as  well as  a  user’s expected playing period. The theme of the game 
should also be taken into consideration. Eventually, the recommendation system will 
configure the game downloading menu via the mobile Internet. In addition, the time 
and the theme of a game can be used primarily to predict a user’s needs. This will 139 
 
greatly reduce the browsing time the user spends searching for the type of games 
he/she prefers. In order to solve this kind of problem, filtering and recommendation 
concepts can be applied to generate the menu for downloading mobile games.  
 
In this chapter, a mobile game recommendation system by using time-of-day and 
day-of-week information, and the theme of the game, to cluster and rearrange the 
most appropriate menu is presented. This work also tries to reduce a user browsing 
several levels of menu in order for the user to find what they want. Whenever a user 
downloads the game, the menu which is able to meet the user’s needs according to 
the time period and the day-of-week, as well as the game theme, will be displayed on 
the top of the menu. A user can easily click to download or play the most desired 
game. The system also identifies the period used during a weekend and the time-of-
day during that time. 
 
6.2 Research Methodology 
This section describes the experimental design and a process of experiment. 
 
6.2.1 Experimental Design 
This research used the server log file of a mobile content provider in Thailand which 
provided  several  type  of  content  related  to  entertainment  for  a  mobile  phone, 
including Java Games, Theme, Wallpaper, Ring tone, Video clip, et cetera. The log 
file gathered 9,644 unique users and 60,000 transactions. In addition, the log file also 
recorded the content name and content category of the company’s file server and 
there were date and time usage information as well. 140 
 
When a user connects through a content server, the content visitor page will appear. 
Next,  the  content  visitor  page,  category  visitor  page,  list  visitor  page  and  detail 
visitor page will be accessed respectively. There are two types of customer, member 
and non-member. A member customer can download unlimited content by monthly 
payment while a non-member has to pay a per-time charge when downloading the 
content. Additionally, the member can click to download the content via a list visitor 
page, but a non-member should download the content by passing through a payment 
and charge page. Both types of customer session usage or any pages access will be 
recorded in the server log file.  
 
The member type customers can download unlimited content including Java games 
by monthly subscription. Therefore, this type of member is not too concerned about 
the  number  of  downloaded  games.  However,  they  may  be  concerned  with  the 
difficulty  in  finding  their  game  of  interest  in  the  shortest  time,  due  to  the  data 
charges. In contrast, non-members would be concerned about both the connection 
fee  and  finding their  game of interest  fast.  In  Thailand, there are more pre-paid 
customers  than  post-paid  customers.  The  pre-paid  customers  seem  to  be  more 
restricted with their budget than the post-paid customers as well. 
 
Half of the data was divided for training and adding time-separation factors with 
4,467 unique users, including 29,998 transactions. The other parts of the data would 
be used to test the result.  However, in this log file, the user name or any user profile 
cannot be collected and kept at the server. The only data that can identify a user is 
the mobile phone number and this cannot be disclosed.  141 
 
The design of this experiment started with pre-processing data stage. From the server 
log file, the data cleaning method was applied to obtain appropriate data format for 
analysis. Then, it was imported to a database for the experiment. After that, the 
factor of the time-of-day was classified in order to know which item would be used 
in  exactly  which  period.  The  periods  were  separated  in  the  following  parts 
specifically: 1) 5:01-11:00 was assigned as Morning; 2) 11:01-16:00 was assigned as 
Afternoon; 3) 16:01-21:00 was assigned as Evening; and 4) 21:01-5:00 was assigned 
as Midnight. Next, the period was appended and classified into the data according to 
the time-of-day, the classification method being by sorting out the seven items most 
frequently used during that period. 
 
After that, the irrelevant data should be removed, as some models cannot download 
the content so the content name and content type in the database would be left as a 
blank data. When the data was filtered again, the remaining data can be used to 
analyse by categorisation corresponding to the period. It can be divided into four 
periods and kept as follows: 
  7 3 2 1 , , , , C C C C P i    
where  i P  is the set of top seven content names at the period i and  n C is the content 
name of the mobile content page which was ranked according to the most frequently 
used at the period i. 
 
Then, the test data was organised in the same way as the training data by removing 
irrelevant  records which cannot  be downloaded by that mobile device. Next, the 
classification of a mobile Internet usage session was managed by grouping the users 142 
 
who were using the mobile Internet at that time. It was separated user by user and 
session by session as follows:  
  n j C C C C US , , , , 3 2 1    
where  j US  is the user who connects through the mobile Internet each session and 
n C  is the content page identification or content name which was used in session j. 
 
In addition, the user session was referred to a record of user clicks and content page 
usage at the time a user connects to the mobile Internet for one period. The user may 
access one content page in the session or several pages. It depends on how easy the 
user can find the most wanted content or not. For example, the user may access only 
one page if the page and content were displayed at the first mobile webpage. In 
contrast, it may take a long time as the user may need to drill down several levels if 
the user cannot find the desired content in the pages that appear. 
 
The accuracy rate was calculated by counting the number of matching content names 
between a period and a user’s session with the testing data. If there is at least one 
content name in the period content set ( i P ) which is directly matched to the content 
in  j US , it was counted as 1. The overall sessions would be calculated whether there 
was at least one content matching or not. It can be explained as follows: 
Number of matching session =
 

    n
j
j i US P
1 0
: 1
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6.2.2 Experimental Process 
The pre-processing phase is first carried out by gathering the log file. Then, the data 
was  transferred  to  a  database  for  the  convenience  of  issuing  queries.  The  data 
cleaning process is also an important process in this phase. There could be much 
irrelevant information in the log file and this process will eliminate that unwanted 
information.  For  example,  users  who  were  unable  to  download  the  game  were 
removed from the database. Data conversion and formatting were performed as well. 
In the main process,  classification of data based on the context information  was 
implemented. Each important factor was used to classify the data in each group. The 
results were managed and sent to the user as a personalised downloadable game 
menu, which will correspond to the user’s needs based on the time information. This 
can be seen from Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1. The downloading game menu process overview. 
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6.3 Experimental Results 
The results that are shown in this section are user click for time-of-day periods, game 
downloading  with  classification  factors  and  proposed  downloading  mobile  game 
menu. 
 
6.3.1 Results for User Click for Time-of-day Periods 
The main results are shown for the experiment. Table 6.1(a) to (d) shows the result 
of classified content name, content type and content category with an accumulated 
frequency of a user’s click. As the data is confidential and cannot disclose the name 
of the content, the content name will be altered to just content ID instead.  
 
Table 6.1(a)  
The Contents are Ranked by the Frequency of the User’s Click According to Period 
1 (P1) 
Content ID  Type  Category  Frequency 
Game 33  Java Games  Action  106 
Ring tone 7  True Tone  Sport  92 
Game 133  Java Games  Card&Casino  31 
Game 129  Java Games  Action  25 
Game 204  Java Games  Action  25 
Game 250  Java Games  Action  20 
Game 251  Java Games  Action  17 
 
Table 6.1(b)  
The Contents are Ranked by the Frequency of the User’s Click According to Period 
2 (P2) 
Content ID  Type  Category  Frequency 
Ring tone 7  True Tone  Sport  401 
Game 33  Java Games  Action  322 
Ring tone 14  True Tone  True Tone  117 
Game 133  Java Games  Card&Casino  85 
Game 250  Java Games  Action  70 
Game 251  Java Games  Action  68 
Theme 24  Theme  Cartoon  57 
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Table 6.1(c)  
The Contents are Ranked by the Frequency of the User’s Click According to Period 
3 (P3) 
Content ID  Type  Category  Frequency 
Ring tone 7  True Tone  Sport  1527 
Game 33  Java Games  Action  755 
Ring tone 14  True Tone  True Tone  307 
Game 133  Java Games  Card&Casino  243 
Theme 24  Theme  Cartoon  209 
Ringtone 13  True Tone  True Tone  184 
Game 250  Java Games  Action  172 
 
Table 6.1(d)  
The Contents are Ranked by the Frequency of the User’s Click According to Period 
4 (P4) 
Content ID  Type  Category  Frequency 
Ring tone 7  True Tone  Sport  1630 
Game 33  Java Games  Action  729 
Ring tone 14  True Tone  True Tone  326 
Game 133  Java Games  Card&Casino  241 
Theme 24  Theme  Cartoon  227 
Game 204  Java Games  Action  203 
Game 250  Java Games  Action  186 
 
The next result is related to the accuracy rate of the personalised adaptive menu 
according to the time-of-day of the content page compared with the user’s session. 
The list-oriented menu will be changed by bringing the top seven from the Pi to 
display on the first page. If there is at least one content that matches users’ usage in 
their session, the accuracy rate will be increased. As can be seen from Table 6.2, the 
percentage of matching sessions was higher than 77% and it reached 81% in Period 2 
which is the most number of users’ sessions compared with other periods. In Overall 
1, its number of users’ sessions was higher than the number in Overall 2, because 
some users might use the mobile Internet in overlapping time-of-day periods. For 
example, user ID 3233 might use the mobile Internet from Period 2 to Period 3. As a 
result, the accumulative number in the overall came from the sum of the sessions in 
all  periods,  while  Overall  2  presented  the  distinct  user  ID  for  all  periods  and 146 
 
compared it with the unique session as well. The accuracy rate for the distinct user 
ID could reach the accuracy rate of 80.81%. 
 
Table 6.2  
The Accuracy Rate of Proposed Personalised Adaptive Menu 
Period  1  2  3  4  Overall 1  Overall 2 
user's session  730  858  589  1044  3221  2902 
match session  573  695  469  804  2541  2345 
Accuracy rate (%)  78.49  81.00  79.63  77.01  78.89  80.81 
 
Moreover, the results also presented the ranked content in each period. In Period 1 
(Morning), the users aim to download Java Games more than other content type; six 
out of seven of the top ranked games were  Java Games in this period, while in other 
periods the top downloaded content types were varied, such as Java Games, True 
Tone or Theme. It can imply that users have little time in the morning to alter their 
mobile phone profile. They need only relaxing content like games while the users in 
other periods may need to alter the mobile phone profile by downloading content 
relating to the device, such as ring tones or themes. 
 
6.3.2 Game Downloading with Classification Factors 
Three main results related to the factors are tabulated in the tables. Table 6.3 presents 
that the action game is the most favourite game theme with the time-of-week factor. 
It  reached  around  more  than  70%  compared  with  other  themes.  The  following 
favourite mobile game themes are casual, puzzle and adventure games at 10.99%, 
7.03%  and  5.30%  respectively.  The  rank  seems  to  be  the  same  when  compared 
across the weekday, except the percentage of puzzle and adventure games which 
have a higher percentage. It can be seen that the RPG game does not generate much 147 
 
interest as a game theme for mobile games due to the longer storytelling and the time 
needed  to  complete  the  game.  Therefore,  the  downloading  game  menu  during 
weekdays may add more games on the puzzle theme.  
 
Table 6.3  
Time-of-week and Game Theme Factors 
 
Game 
Theme 
Weekend  Weekday 
Frequency  Percentage  Frequency  Percentage 
Action  5162  72.53%  7789  70.52% 
Adventure  377  5.30%  619  5.60% 
Casual  782  10.99%  1181  10.69% 
Others  9  0.13%  36  0.33% 
Puzzle  500  7.03%  872  7.89% 
RPG  14  0.20%  16  0.14% 
Strategy  95  1.33%  180  1.63% 
Sports  178  2.50%  352  3.19% 
Total  7117  100.00%  11045  100.00% 
   
The next result used the time-of-day factor which was also separated by time-of-
week to rank the most downloaded game themes. It can be seen from Table 6.4 that 
there are different proportions of downloaded game themes in each period of time-
of-day and in the time-of-week as well. The results were shown in the table below.  
 
Table 6.4  
Time-of-day and Time-of-week Factors 
Time  Weekend  Weekday 
1  2  3  4  1  2  3  4 
Game 
Theme  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  %  Freq.  % 
Action  779  75.63  1532  75.17  1344  68.61  1507  72.11  1281  72.50  1862  71.64  2435  71.81  2211  67.24 
Adventure  66  6.41  84  4.12  131  6.69  96  4.59  100  5.66  156  6.00  190  5.60  173  5.26 
Casual  90  8.74  220  10.79  244  12.46  228  10.91  150  8.49  268  10.31  339  10.00  424  12.90 
Others  4  0.39  1  0.05  1  0.05  3  0.14  6  0.34  6  0.23  8  0.24  16  0.49 
Puzzle  51  4.95  133  6.53  151  7.71  165  7.89  118  6.68  196  7.54  261  7.70  297  9.03 
RPG  4  0.39  6  0.29  3  0.15  1  0.05  3  0.17  0  0.00  8  0.24  5  0.15 
Strategy  27  2.62  42  2.06  55  2.81  54  2.58  79  4.47  80  3.08  89  2.62  104  3.16 
Sports  9  0.87  20  0.98  30  1.53  36  1.72  30  1.70  31  1.19  61  1.80  58  1.76 
Total  1030  100.00  2038  100.00  1959  100.00  2090  100.00  1767  100.00  2599  100.00  3391  100.00  3288  100.00 
 
After  the  time-of-week,  time-of-day  and  game  theme  factors  are  calculated  and 
sorted, the result of the proportion of games downloaded via the mobile phone is 
obtained. The game themes which attract more interest are action, casual, puzzle and 148 
 
adventure games. Importantly, if the menu used the result from action games only, 
the  other  game  themes  would  have  less  opportunity  to  be  downloaded  by  the 
customers. Thus, the proportion of the favourite game will be used as a share of the 
menu items on the mobile game menu according to the time-of-week and time-of-
day. Then, each game theme contains its game rank, and recommendation of the 
more favoured games will be displayed on the main downloading game menu. There 
is a quota for the providers to offer their games in each game theme to the customers. 
For example, action games will be given the top seven games of its recommendation 
list while casual, puzzle and adventure games have one game for their quota. In other 
word,  they  can  send  their  top  ranked  game  to  be  the  candidate  in  the  main 
downloading menu to increase profit. 
 
6.3.3 Proposed Downloading Mobile Game Menu 
This section presents proposed downloading mobile game menu according to time-
of-week and time-of-day combined with time-of-week. 
 
6.3.3.1 Proposed Menu According to Time-of-week 
From the result using the time-of-week to cluster, it appears indifferent when it uses 
only the time-of-week to rearrange the menu. However, this result also increases 
more chance of the downloaded appearing game by giving the quota to bring the top 
rank  in  each  category  to  the  main  downloading  menu.  Otherwise,  if  frequently 
downloaded games only are used, the games in other game genres would not be 
downloaded at all. Furthermore, this proposed menu can be used and implemented 
for the personalised downloading mobile game system. It also facilitates a user to 149 
 
downloading the games they are more interested in, according to their needs. Due to 
confidentiality,  the  source  of  information  would  not  like  to  disclose  the  actual 
game’s name. Therefore, the game ID will be used in this research instead of the 
game’s  name.  The  proposed  menu  using  time-of-week  factors  can  be  seen  from 
Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5  
Proposed Menu Using Time-of-week Factors 
Weekend/Weekday 
Game-id  Game Type 
Game-041  Action 
Game-160  Casual 
Game-310  Action 
Game-253  Action 
Game-155  Action 
Game-311  Action 
Game-252  Action 
Game-067  Adventure 
Game-048  Puzzle 
Game-245  Action 
 
6.3.3.2 Proposed Menu According to Time-of-day Combined with Time-of-week 
As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the graph shows that the action games during Period 
3 of the weekend tend to decrease but the percentages of casual games increased, as 
well as puzzle games. The percentage of the adventure games fluctuated throughout 
the periods. As a result, the weekend downloading game menu for the third period 
can be altered from the normal menu using time-of-week factors. When the quota of 
action games is decreased, the competition among other game themes will occur. 
The most frequently downloaded games at that time will have the place to show the 
downloading item or its name on the game menu. For example, in the experiment, 
action games gain six places out of ten while the others gain one place. Therefore, 
the  second  ranked  games  in  each  remaining  category  are  compared  to  find  the 
maximum frequency in order to gain that place. The result shows that the second 
ranked game which has the most frequency is in the puzzle game category. It can be 150 
 
seen from Table 6.6 that in Period 3 of the weekend at least five out of ten games 
ranked on the downloading game menu are different from the proposed menu using 
time-of-week  factors.  Compared  to  Period  4  on  the  weekend,  the  menu  order  is 
different  from  Period  3  and  a  little  bit  different  from  only  the  time-of-week. 
Nevertheless,  this  can  facilitate  the  user  to  download  the  game  they  are  more 
interested in to their mobile phone according to the time-of-week and time-of-day. It 
can reduce the click distance to find the desired game and reduce the clicks needed 
to scroll down several levels of content page to find the desired games. 
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Figure 6.2. The trend to download games over the time period of the weekend. 
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Figure 6.3. The trend to download games over the time period of the weekday. 
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Table 6.6  
Proposed Menu Using a Combination of Factors on the Weekend 
Weekend Period 3 Menu    Weekend Period 4 Menu 
Game ID  Game Type    Game ID  Game Type 
Game-041  Action    Game-041  Action 
Game-160  Casual    Game-160  Casual 
Game-310  Action    Game-310  Action 
Game-253  Action    Game-253  Action 
Game-067  Adventure    Game-155  Action 
Game-155  Action    Game-311  Action 
Game-311  Action    Game-252  Action 
Game-252  Action    Game-048  Puzzle 
Game-048  Puzzle    Game-067  Adventure 
Game-068  Puzzle    Game-245  Action 
 
On the weekday, it can be seen from the Figure 6.3 that the downloading percentage 
of  action  games  has  declined  in  the  fourth  period  markedly.  In  contrast,  the 
percentage of casual games has increased, as well as the puzzle games. Table 6.7 
shows the proposed menu using a combination of factors on weekdays. 
 
Table 6.7  
The Proposed Menu Using a Combination of Factors on Weekdays 
Weekday Period 4 Menu 
Game ID  Game Type 
Game-041  Action 
Game-160  Casual 
Game-310  Action 
Game-253  Action 
Game-067  Adventure 
Game-155  Action 
Game-311  Action 
Game-252  Action 
Game-048  Puzzle 
Game-068  Puzzle 
 
6.4 Discussion 
This chapter proposed a method which facilitates mobile device users when they 
connect to the mobile Internet using time context information. The group of mobile 
Internet users in these experiments is focusing on the mobile game downloader.  
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Due to the increasing number of mobile games being downloaded via the mobile 
Internet, it is getting more important to provide a more personalised experience. It 
can be observed that there are several game genres preferred during different periods 
and times, depending on situations. In order to provide faster and more personalised 
service,  rearranging  the  game  downloading  menu  seems  to  be  important  for  the 
users. The system makes use of the server log file of a mobile game provider in 
Thailand, specifically feature phone user, to prove the concept.  
 
This chapter showed the results on mobile game downloading from introducing a 
mobile  game  recommendation  system  using  time-of-week  and  time-of-day 
information. The system allows users to access the content they are interested in 
without scrolling down several levels of menus and pages. Furthermore, this can help 
a user reduce the connection time of the mobile Internet as well. As can be observed 
from the results, it shows that our assumption of the factors that should be included 
when creating the personalisation mobile game recommendation system is valid. If 
the contents were separated by period using the time-of-day, users’ menus can be 
adapted to suit users’ needs. The results show that an adaptive menu reached an 
accuracy of 80.81% and each period provided matching users’ sessions at around 
77%. Content category can be varied in each period of the time-of-day. It can be 
inferred  that  users  will  use  different  categories  in  different  periods  of  the  day. 
Moreover,  the  results  also  show  that  the  time-of-week  can  provide  a  different 
adaptive menu to a user and present different game downloading options. 
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In conclusion, this chapter drills down in detail after a user group has been formed 
by  clustering.  After  that,  the  predicted  content  has  been  classified  including 
association  rules  are  done.  Then,  the  context  information  element  of  time  is 
investigated for mobile  content recommendation.  It can be seen that  for specific 
content, like mobile games, time can be the factor to determine the content that a 
user may need in different contexts. In the feature phone, users may use different 
times  in  their  daily  life  to  use  a  phone.  Moreover,  the  browsing  content  is  also 
different as well. As a result, the personalised downloading menu or recommended 
content should be altered according to the different time periods. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1 Research Summary 
This thesis investigated the problems that exist in mobile recommendation systems 
and developed an integrated approach to address the current limitations, especially in 
the early stage in terms of the first time user connection and first rating items.  It 
includes the prediction of relevant items for a mobile content user to enhance the 
mobile  content  recommendation  system.  The  established  integrated  model  also 
makes  use  of  the  user’s  profile  for  any  new  user  connected  to  a  mobile 
recommendation system.  
 
In addition, the integrated mobile recommendation system uses  a client-side user 
profile where the user profile can be self-managed by new users and revisiting users. 
The  recommendation  system  is  also  enhanced  by  using  dynamic  time  context 
information. It can predict dynamic recommended content based on mobile context 
information. 
 
An integrated mobile content recommendation system has been developed to address 
the problem of a new user connection or a first time user. Both types of user are 
referred  to  as  the  user  with  insufficient  information  to  create  mobile  content 
recommendations.  This  integrated  model  handles  this  kind  of  user  using  a  non-
interactive  recommendation  system  with  multiple  processes.  This  system  also 
addresses  the  problems  of  first  rater  items  for  a  non-interactive  recommendation 155 
 
system.  The  proposed  methodology  has  covered  recommendation  processes  for 
mobile  content  filtering  where  processes  are  referred  to  prediction  and 
recommendation. It showed the process that can handle a first time user connection. 
In addition, the method not only predicts top content items but also retrieved relevant 
items.  This  can  enhance  the  performance  of  a  mobile  content  recommendation 
system.  The  important  aspects  of  the  integrated  mobile  content  recommendation 
system are summarised as follows: 
1.  The  integrated  model  for  a  mobile  content  recommendation  system  starts 
with  determining  a  mobile  user  group.  Clustering  analysis  helped  the 
recommendation system to classify  a mobile content user group based on 
criteria and demographic factors. Thus, each cluster was identified to be a 
typical  mobile  user  group  for  a  new  user  or  an  active  user  in  the 
recommendation system. However, there is a challenge working on clustering 
for  a  mobile  content  user  with  partition  clustering.  It  is  the  problem  of 
determining  the  optimal  number  of  mobile  user  clusters.  Therefore,  the 
proposed  Zoning-Centroid  method  helped  to  determine  the  number  of 
clusters to facilitate cluster analysis for mobile content recommendation. The 
Zoning-Centroid  method  does  this  by  performing  a  separation  distance 
measure between the cluster centre and the data into the zone in order to form 
the cluster. This could help unsupervised learning data to identify the classes. 
The  determining  of  the  user  group  is  to  address  the  limitation  of  mobile 
content recommendation in the early stage. In addition, it can also cope with 
the problem of a first time user.  156 
 
2.  Mobile content filtering for the top content items incorporated classification 
techniques which could help mobile content recommendation to determine 
the predicted top content items. In this stage, different classifiers have been 
compared  and  evaluated  by  the  proposed  measurement,  CMScore,  for 
identifying the top content items. By using the CMScore, it can determine 
which classification method is best used for the cases under investigation. 
Decision tree with C5.0 algorithm is appropriate classification technique for 
the cases under investigation using CMScore.  
3.  Predicting the relevant content items for mobile content recommendation is 
also  an  important  issue  to  be  handled  for  first  rating  content.  This  can 
enhance the mobile content recommendation system such that the user will 
be given a chance to browse through new or un-rated items. The proposed 
MTCAR  facilitated  rule  generation  with  level  separation  and  target 
determination by top items in the mobile content filtering phase. MTCAR can 
also  extract  rules  by  reducing  rule  complexity  and  eliminating  redundant 
rules by the rule consolidation process. 
4.  The proposed integrated model for a mobile content recommendation system, 
MTCAR, has also undergone some comparison studies with some popular 
methods  using  for  mobile  content  recommendation  system.  MTCAR 
extracted  fewer  rules  and  assembled  the  clustering  and  classification 
mechanism to determine a group of users and top content items used in the 
group. Therefore, MTCAR can perform better compared to other methods in 
terms of finding relevant content items above top six or seven items. The 
results  also  showed  that  MTCAR  could  predict  more  relevant  items  than 157 
 
other methods. In addition, the rules extracted by MTCAR are much lower 
compared to association rules. MTCAR is also verified when compared with 
real world data with top mobile content categories. MTCAR can recommend 
content items similar to a mobile content page view with the exception of a 
slight deviation from the page view in a couple of the items in Dataset C. 
5.  The user profile is also an important factor in a recommendation system to 
help  a  user  obtain  personalised  content  and  have  relevant  content  items 
recommended. In addition, the user profile also assists the content provider to 
deliver appropriate content that is suitable for the user’s needs at that time. 
The recommendation system can also provide recommendations to revisiting 
users, when these users share more information in the user profile that is 
stored and managed at the client’s side. 
6.  The  dynamic  time  information  was  added  to  enhance  the  mobile  content 
recommendation system. The case study presented in the thesis is based on 
mobile game downloading. It can be observed that there are several game 
genres preferred during different time periods. In order to provide faster and 
more  personalised  service,  rearranging  the  game  downloading  menu  is 
important  for  the  users.  The  results  demonstrated  that  mobile  game 
downloading becomes more personalised by incorporated time-of-week and 
time-of-day  information  in  the  integrated  mobile  game  recommendation 
system. If content was separated by time periods using the time-of-day, the 
mobile device menu can be adapted to suit user needs. It can be inferred that 
the user will use different categories at different times of the day. Moreover, 
the results also show that the time-of-week can provide a different adaptive 158 
 
menu  to  the  user  and  recommend  different  games  for  downloading  at 
different  times.  Therefore,  the  personalised  downloading  menu  or 
recommended content should be altered for different time periods.  
 
7.2 Future Work and Directions 
The  integrated  mobile  recommendation  system  in  this  thesis  has  provided  a 
framework towards a general purpose mobile content filtering for recommendation 
systems that can handle some of the issues of existing recommendation systems. The 
following are some suggestions of the future work for this domain problem. 
1.  It  would  be  of  interest  to  attempt  to  add  more  influencing  factors  in  the 
processing stage. Relative location and abstract location of the user can be 
included for making recommendations. 
2.  The research direction can be extended to focus more on revisiting mobile 
content users. Establishing an individual prediction model based on content-
based analysis and a user’s preferences should be addressed.  
3.  Further study of data mining techniques for providing relevant information 
for a mobile content user can be investigated more. Other pre-processing and 
post-processing stages using feature selection techniques can be added on. 
4.  The rule pruning techniques can be included to reduce the number of rules 
according to a user profile and a user’s preferences. 
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APPENDIX 
MTCAR generated recommendation results for Dataset A 
Item #  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
User ID 
                    1  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
2  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
3  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
4  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
5  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
6  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311  IM327 
    7  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
8  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
9  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
10  IM31  IM311  IM326  IM315  IM314  IM312  IM14 
      11  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
12  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
13  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM315 
14  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
15  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
16  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
17  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM315 
18  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
19  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311 
      20  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
21  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
22  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
23  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
24  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
25  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
26  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
27  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
28  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
29  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
30  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
31  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
32  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
33  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
34  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311 
      35  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
36  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
37  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM315 
38  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311 
      39  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
40  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM315 
41  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
42  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
43  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311  IM327 
    44  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
45  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
46  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
47  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
48  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
49  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
50  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
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                    51  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
52  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
53  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
54  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
55  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311 
      56  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
57  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
58  IM311  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM14  IM315 
59  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
60  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
61  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
62  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
63  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
64  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
65  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
66  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
67  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
68  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311 
      69  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
70  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
71  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
72  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
73  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM14  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
74  IM14  IM312  IM31  IM313  IM315  IM32  IM326  IM33  IM11  IM316 
75  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM14 
  76  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
77  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
78  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
79  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
80  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
81  IM14  IM312  IM31  IM313  IM315  IM32  IM326  IM33  IM11  IM316 
82  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
83  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
84  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
85  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
86  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
87  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM314  IM315  IM326  IM316  IM313  IM32 
88  IM14  IM312  IM31  IM313  IM315  IM32  IM326  IM33  IM11  IM316 
89  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311  IM327 
    90  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
91  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM14 
  92  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM313  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM316 
93  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
94  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311  IM327 
    95  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
96  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
97  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311  IM327 
    98  IM14  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM32  IM316  IM327  IM311 
99  IM311  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM23  IM32  IM326  IM11  IM14  IM315 
100  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM21  IM33  IM23  IM22 
* Please note that ‘IM’ stands for item number 
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                    1  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
2  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
3  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
4  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
5  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
6  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
7  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
8  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
9  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
10  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
11  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
12  IM311  IM31  IM312               
13  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
14  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
15  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
16  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
17  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
18  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
19  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
20  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314 
21  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
22  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
23  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
24  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
25  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
26  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
27  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
28  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
29  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
30  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
31  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
32  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
33  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
34  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
35  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
36  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
37  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
38  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
39  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
40  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
41  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
42  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
43  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
44  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
45  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
46  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
47  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
48  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
49  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
50  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
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                    51  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
52  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
53  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
54  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
55  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
56  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
57  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
58  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
59  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
60  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
61  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
62  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
63  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
64  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
65  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
66  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
67  IM311  IM31  IM312               
68  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
69  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
70  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
71  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
72  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
73  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
74  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
75  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
76  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
77  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
78  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
79  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
80  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
81  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
82  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
83  IM312  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM32  IM311  IM23       
84  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
85  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
86  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14       
87  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
88  IM311  IM14  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
89  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
90  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
91  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
92  IM312  IM313  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
93  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM315  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
94  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM312  IM31  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
95  IM313  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM31       
96  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
97  IM14  IM311  IM11  IM21  IM312  IM31  IM22  IM315  IM313  IM316 
98  IM312  IM326  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM316  IM315  IM32  IM314  IM327 
99  IM312  IM31  IM14  IM313  IM32  IM311  IM23       
100  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
* Please note that ‘IM’ stands for item number 
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                    1  IM312  IM31  IM311  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32  IM12  IM326 
2  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
3  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
4  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
5  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
6  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
7  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
8  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
9  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
10  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
11  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
12  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
13  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
14  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
15  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
16  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
17  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
18  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
19  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
20  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
21  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
22  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
23  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
24  IM31  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM14  IM313  IM315  IM314  IM316  IM327 
25  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM313  IM326  IM312  IM315       
26  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
27  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM313  IM326  IM312  IM315       
28  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
29  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
30  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
31  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
32  IM313  IM312  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
33  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
34  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
35  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
36  IM31  IM311  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14         
37  IM31  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM14  IM313  IM315  IM314  IM316  IM327 
38  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
39  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM313  IM326  IM312  IM315       
40  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
41  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
42  IM311  IM31  IM11  IM312  IM21  IM22         
43  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
44  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
45  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
46  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
47  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
48  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
49  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
50  IM31  IM311  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14         
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                    51  IM312  IM31  IM311  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32  IM12  IM326 
52  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
53  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM313  IM326  IM312  IM315       
54  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
55  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM313  IM326  IM312  IM315       
56  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
57  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
58  IM311  IM31  IM11  IM312  IM21  IM22         
59  IM313  IM312  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
60  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
61  IM313  IM312  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
62  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
63  IM313  IM312  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
64  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
65  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
66  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
67  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
68  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
69  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
70  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
71  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
72  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
73  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
74  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
75  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
76  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
77  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
78  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
79  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
80  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
81  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
82  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
83  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
84  IM31  IM311  IM313  IM326  IM315  IM14         
85  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
86  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
87  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
88  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM326  IM327  IM315  IM313  IM316  IM32 
89  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
90  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
91  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
92  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
93  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
94  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
95  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
96  IM14  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM12  IM21  IM32  IM313  IM23 
97  IM311  IM31  IM312  IM11  IM21  IM22  IM315  IM14  IM313  IM316 
98  IM14  IM311  IM312  IM315  IM31  IM11  IM33  IM21  IM23  IM32 
99  IM313  IM312  IM31  IM326  IM315  IM14  IM311       
100  IM31  IM311  IM312  IM326  IM14  IM313  IM315  IM314  IM316  IM327 
* Please note that ‘IM’ stands for item number  